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the rulings and clarifications in this faq come directly from the sentinels of the 
multiverse game designers, through posts on their website’s forum, posts on 
boardgamegeek.com, or from actual interviews.  Links to the forum posts have 
been included where available, though not all clarifications have them.  rest 
assured that nothing has been included in this faq that hasn’t been confirmed 
by the designers. 

- Spiff 

 

GENERAL RULES AND CLARIFICATIONS 

Timing of effects 

there will be times when it looks like effects in the game should happen 
simultaneously, but that is never the case.  effects happen one at a time 
according to an order of events. follow the guideline below when determining 
the proper order of events: 

a) any cards with a “start of turn” or “end of turn” effect triggers those 
effects in the order the cards were played. 

for example, when the villain’s end-of-turn phase happens, all of the villain 
cards on the table that have end-of-turn effects will trigger.  in this case, you 
would step through the cards in the order they were played, resolving each 
card’s end-of-turn effect and then moving on to the next in line. 

b) in any other case where two or more effects would trigger simultaneously, 
the effects may be triggered in whatever order the players choose. 

for example, if a card says to deal damage to all hero targets, the players 
may choose the order in which each instance of damage occurs. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/timing-and-order-of-operations-4347 

new end-of turn effects added during the end-of-turn phase 

If at the end of a turn, a card effect causes another card with an end-of-turn 
effect to enter play, the new card’s end-of-turn effect will also take place 
that same turn.  this is because the new card effectively becomes the last card 
in play order, so that as you work through the end-of-turn effects in order, 
you will eventually come to the new card and play its effect like normal. 

destroying a card before it’s finished 

when a card is destroyed before it can finish its effect, any remaining effect is 
cancelled. 

for example, Ra has his “Flame Barrier” out, and a villain target deals 
all hero targets damage.  The players decide to target Ra first, and Ra 
immediately retaliates, dealing enough damage to destroy the 
attacker.  With the attacking target gone, there is nothing to continue 
dealing damage to the rest of the hero targets. 
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resolve each effect completely before moving on 

If a card has multiple effects and the first effect triggers another effect, the 
triggered effect must resolve completely before continuing with subsequent 
effects on the original card. 

example: Expatriette’s card “RPG Launcher” can remove an Ongoing or 
Environment card, and if it does, then Expatriette may deal some damage.  
If she uses “RPG Launcher” on one of Grand Warlord Voss’ “Forced 
Deployment” cards, then the effects would happen like this: 

“RPG Launcher” destroys “Forced Deployment”.  “Forced Deployment” is 
immediately removed from play and placed in the Villain trash, and all of 
the minion cards are immediately put from the Villain trash into play.  
Then, Expatriette may deal her damage, including to any of the minions 
who were just put into play by “Forced Deployment”. 

playing a card precedes the effect of that card 

some cards have effects which trigger when a card is played (example: the 
chairman’s “informant” card, which says “when a hero card is played, play the 
top card of the villain deck”).  because the playing of a card necessarily 
happens before the effect of the text on the card occurs, the triggered effect 
would happen after the card had been played but before it can be affected by 
the card’s text. 

so in our example, the hero card would be played, the informant would cause 
the top card of the villain deck to be played, and then the card’s effect would 
be able to destroy the informant. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/59875#comment-59875 

cards are still in play while they’re resolving their own destruction 

effects on cards which are being destroyed are still in play until the 
destruction is complete.  Examples of when this timing would be important: 

akash’bhuta’s card “mountainous carapace” reduces damage dealt to 
akash’bhuta by 1 and deals her some damage when it is destroyed.  
because the card’s effects are still in play until the destruction is 
complete, the damage dealt to akash’bhuta by the destruction of 
“mountainous carapace” would be reduced by 1. 

the “explosives wagon” card in the silver gulch environment increases all 
damage by 1 and deals some fire and projectile damage when destroyed.  
when “explosives wagon” is destroyed, that fire and projectile damage 
will be boosted by 1 because the damage boost is still in effect when the 
do-this-when-destroyed damaging effect occurs. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/61044#comment-61044 

no splitting effects when tied 

One target must receive the entirety of an effect.  you can’t split an effect 
across two targets who are tied. 
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cards that track things which happen in a turn/round 

some cards track things which happen in a turn or a round.  for example, the 
“Title: chaos lord” title card from Kaargra warfang’s deck says “when a player 
plays 3 cards in 1 turn…” do something, or, the “rooftop combat” card in the 
megalopolis deck which says “when hero targets deal non-hero character 
cards 10 or more damage in a single round, destroy this card.”  if one of 
these tracking cards comes out midway through a turn or round, do they get 
to count things which happened before they came out, or are they only allowed 
to track things which happen from that point forward? 

these types of cards track from the beginning of the turn or round (whichever 
applies), even if that is before the card in question came out, with the exception 
of Omnitron’s component cards and megalopolis’ “rooftop combat” card.  these 
two cards should be treated as if they had “… since this card entered play” in 
the text, meaning they start tracking the hp dealt from the point they enter 
play, not from the actual beginning of the turn/round. 

all other tracking cards do track from the beginning of the turn/round, so 
you can claim a title card as it enters play if you did the required actions 
earlier in the turn, and absolute zero’s “coolant blast” does count any 
applicable damage dealt before it entered play, for example. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/99280#comment-99280 

don’t mistake non-tracking cards for tracking cards.  for example, the “title: 
stonejaw” card in kaargra warfang’s titles deck says “when a target enters 
play, put this card under that target…”.  you may think that means anytime any 
target has entered play since the game started, you can do what the card says.  
but since there’s no mention of a timeframe in the card effect (no “this turn” 
or “this round”), you would treat it just like a normal card and only trigger 
its effect when the proper event happens In the future, after the card has 
entered play. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/100213#comment-100213 

effects with a stated expiration time survive the destruction of the card 

effects which state how long they last (e.g. “until the start of your next turn”) 
will stay in effect until the stated time even if the card leaves play.  effects 
which do not have a stated expiration time (e.g. “reduce damage dealt to bunker 
by 1.”) go away after the card is destroyed. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-handelabra-
christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

 

Damage and destruction 

damage bonuses/reductions apply to each instance of damage 

If a card or power breaks out damage in any way, each instance is 
increased/decreased independently. 
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Example 1: Fanatic’s “Exorcism” power normally does 1 melee and 1 
radiant damage. If something is increasing damage by 1, it will do 2 
melee and 2 radiant damage. 

Example 2: Tachyon’s “Lightspeed Barrage” does not work in the same way 
as the first example. The card reads, “Tachyon deals 1 target X melee 
damage, where X = the number of Burst cards in your Trash.” “X” is a 
single number, so In this instance, if she has 9 Burst cards in her trash 
and there is a +1 to damage, she will deal the target 10 damage total. 

Example 3: Bunker’s “Omni-Cannon” is similar to example 2. The card’s 
power portion reads, “Destroy all cards beneath this card. Bunker 
deals 1 target X energy damage, where X = 2 times the number of cards 
destroyed.” If there were 5 cards under it, and a +1 increase to damage, 
the power would deal the target 11 damage. 

Example 4: Tempest’s “Vicious Cyclone” does have its damage broken out. 
The card reads, “Play this card next to a target and Tempest deals that 
target 2 projectile damage. At the start of your turn, you may discard 
up to 3 cards. Tempest deals this card’s target 1 projectile damage for 
each card discarded this way.  If the target leaves play, destroy this 
card.” Normally, if you discard 3 cards, you will deal that target 3 
damage (1 + 1 + 1). However, if there is a +1 to damage, discarding 3 
cards would deal the target 6 damage ((1 + 1) + (1 + 1) + (1 + 1) = 6). 

damage dealt = hp were reduced 

some cards have effects which trigger when damage is dealt.  If no hp were 
actually reduced because of an attack, then no damage was dealt, so anything 
that would trigger off of damage being dealt would not be triggered. 

example: if absolute zero dealt himself 1 cold damage using his 
“thermodynamics” power, but then used his “null-point calibration unit” to 
heal from that damage instead of be damaged by it, he hasn’t really dealt 
damage that turn.  if the rook city environment card “blighted streets” 
were in play, which reads in part, “at the end of each hero’s turn, if that 
hero dealt no damage this turn, their player may discard 2 cards to 
destroy this card”, absolute zero could discard 2 cards to destroy the 
card. 

Irreducible damage 

The rulebook definition of irreducible damage includes the statement, “however, 
if a target is immune to damage, or if an effect prevents damage to a target 
entirely, irreducible damage cannot be dealt to that target”. this does not mean 
that if a hero is dealt one point of irreducible damage and they can reduce it 
by one (meaning that they prevented the damage “entirely”) they weren’t 
damaged.  You can’t reduce irreducible damage down to the point where it goes 
away. 

However, “preventing” damage is not the same thing as “reducing” damage, and 
abilities which prevent damage can prevent all or part of an instance of 
irreducible damage.  for example, wraith’s original (non-enhanced edition) 
“stealth” power allowed her to prevent the next 2 damage done to her.  if the 
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next damage she took was irreducible damage, she would have still prevented 
the first 2 points and took anything that’s left. 

hero destruction 

the sotm rule book says “when a hero is reduced to 0 or fewer hp, remove all 
of that hero’s cards from the game, leaving only the hero character card, 
flipping it over so their incapacitated side is up”.  this has been officially 
amended so that it should be read as “if a hero is destroyed, by either being 
reduced to 0 hp or otherwise, flip their hero character card and remove all 
of their cards from the game”. 

this subtle difference leaves open the possibility that if a hero has been made 
indestructible (by the time cataclysm environment’s “fixed point” card for 
example) then being reduced to 0 or fewer hp won’t cause them to immediately 
flip to their incapacitated side.  in fact, if a hero drops to 0 or fewer hp but 
manages to heal up to 1 or more hp before they lose their indestructibility, 
they won’t flip at all. 

however, there’s a dark side to this ruling as well.  the final wasteland’s 
“unforgiving wasteland” card says that whenever a target would be destroyed 
by damage dealt by an environment card, remove that target from the game 
instead”.  this means that if a hero is destroyed when “unforgiving wasteland” is 
in play, it will be removed from the game entirely rather than flipping to its 
incapacitated side and remaining in the game. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/fixed-point-vs-the-dreamer-3228 

when a hero is incapacitated, this does not cause cards which react to 
destruction to activate (because incapacitation is not the same thing as 
destruction). 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-handelabra-
christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

proper rules of arithmetic apply 

when adding/subtracting bonuses, normal rules of arithmetic apply.  if a card 
says to do “X damage, where x = the number of somethings in play plus 2” and 
there are zero somethings in play, the card would still deal 2 damage, since 0 
+ 2 = 2. 

https://sentinelsofthemultiverse.com/comment/9479#comment-9479 

“Next Damage” means just the very next instance of damage 

some powers or cards have effects which reduce the next damage a target 
takes by some amount.  For example, Wraith’s “stealth” ability will reduce the 
next damage she receives by 2.  if She were to activate “stealth” on her turn 
but take no damage that round, and then use “Stealth” again the next round, 
she would now reduce the next damage she received by 4. 

however, this damage reduction is only effective against the very next instance 
of damage she takes, regardless of how much damage that is.  so if the next 
instance of damage she took was just one point, it would be reduced and the 
remainder of her stockpiled damage reduction would go away.  she would not 
get to keep the remaining 3 points of damage reduction to use later. 
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this same principle applies to the next damage dealt as well.  for example, if 
haka played “haka of battle” (“draw 2 cards then discard 1 or more cards. 
increase the next damage dealt by haka by 1 for each card discarded this way”) 
and then for his next damage he played “rampage” (“haka deals each non-hero 
target 5 melee damage and each hero target 2 melee damage”), haka would only 
deal the bonus damage to the very first target he dealt damage to.  none of 
the others targets of his “rampage” would receive the boosted damage. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/19211#comment-19211 

Redirecting and Modifying Damage 

If “A” deals damage to “B”, but “B” redirects the damage to “C”, the source of 
the damage is still “A”, not “B”. 

If damage dealt by “B” would be modified somehow (increased, decreased, type 
changed, etc.) but damage dealt by “A” would not, then the damage dealt in the 
above example would also not be modified, since “A” is the source of the 
damage, not “B”. 

If the insula primalis card “Obsidian Field” or a similar effect (“increase all 
damage by 1”) were in play in the above example, the damage that “A” deals 
would be increased by 1, but the damage would not be increased again when 
“B” redirects it since “B” is not dealing damage itself. 

Note that, in this example, if “A” is a Villain card which deals damage to “B”, a 
Hero card, who then redirects the damage to “C”, the damage is still considered 
to be damage from a Villain card since “A” is the source of the damage. 

A situation that looks like damage redirection but actually isn’t is the case 
where a card says that if you take x damage, you deal x damage to another 
target.  in these cases, you’re not redirecting the damage, you’re actually 
creating a new instance of damage which would be affected by damage modifiers 
as usual. 

Note: a target which is immune to damage or which has reduced incoming damage 
to zero may not then redirect the damage, as there is no damage at that point 
to redirect. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/answers-to-debated-questions-3871 

No infinite redirects 

you may encounter situations where it seems like an instance of damage could 
be redirected an infinite number of times, with stacking beneficial effects.  for 
example, a villain card deals damage to legacy who is the lowest hp at the 
moment, but wraith’s “smoke bombs” card causes that damage to be reduced by 
1 and redirected to the hero with the highest hp, which is haka.  but legacy has 
“lead from the front” out which lets him redirect damage from a villain card to 
himself, so the damage is redirected away from haka back onto legacy, but 
since he’s still lowest hp, “smoke bombs” will take it again, etc.  It appears as 
if this loop could repeat infinitely, with “smoke bombs” reducing the damage by 
1 each time until it does no damage at all. 
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this won’t work because the steps along the loop don’t stack on themselves.  
no matter how many times “smoke bombs” were to redirect a particular instance 
of damage, the damage would only ever be reduced by 1, like the card says.  
so, It would be possible to redirect an instance of damage with “smoke bombs” 
for 1 point of damage reduction, then have unity’s “stealth bot” redirect it to 
himself for an additional point of damage reduction, but if you were to manage 
to get this instance of damage in a loop, you’ll never get more than 2 points 
of damage reduction total, no matter how many times you went through the 
loop. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/rules-answers-from-chris-at-pax-4082 

“a single source of Damage” 

Cards like “shielding winds” (tempest), “undaunted” (fanatic) and “”superhuman 
durability” (legacy) say things like “whenever xyz would be dealt 5 or more 
damage from a single source, reduce that damage by 2”.  each instance of 
damage is a separate source, so if a single target (a villain, for example) dealt 
three different instances of damage to a character in a single round, each 
instance would be evaluated by the card separately.  The fact that all three 
came from the same ‘source’ (the villain) isn’t relevant. 

“first Damage” 

some abilities trigger the first time damage is dealt.  the first instance of 
damage is literally the first instance of damage.  for example, when fanatic 
uses her “exorcism” power, which deals 1 melee and 1 radiant damage to one 
target, she deals 1 melee damage first and 1 radiant damage second, so the 
radiant damage would not trigger an ability which triggers the first time 
damage is dealt. 

“take/deal some damage or destroy this card” 

some cards like tachyon’s “pushing the limits”, ra’s “solar flare”, or fanatic’s 
“embolden” say that as part of the card’s effects, some amount of damage must 
be dealt or the card will be destroyed (for example, “Solar flare” says “at the 
end of your turn, either ra deals himself 4 psychic damage or this card is 
destroyed”). the target stated on the card must have their hp reduced by at 
least one point for the card to remain in play.  this means that completely 
preventing, redirecting, or reducing the damage to zero will cause the card to 
be destroyed, but the damage may be reduced as long as at least one point is 
still taken by the target.  the type of damage isn’t relevant, just the amount. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/33371#comment-33371 

 

Targets 

Uniqueness Of Targets 

When a card says to apply effects to multiple targets, the wording informs 
whether or not those targets must be unique (i.e. whether or not you can 
choose the same target multiple times).  In most cases, it is assumed that 
multiple target choices must be unique. 
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Example: Absolute Zero’s “Hoarfire” says “Absolute Zero deals 1 target 2 
cold damage.  Absolute Zero deals a second target 2 fire damage.  
Absolute Zero deals himself 1 cold damage and 1 fire damage”.  Absolute 
Zero must choose two different targets for the first two effects 
because of the “second target” wording (i.e. the second target is not 
the first target).  Keep in mind though that the word “target” is not 
further restricted (it doesn’t say Villain target, or non-Hero target, 
etc.), so Absolute Zero is free to select himself as one of the two 
targets. 

Example: Wraith’s “Throwing Knives” says it deals “3 targets 1 damage 
each” which is assumed to mean that they must be three unique targets. 

Example: A card which allowed the selection of the same target multiple 
times would be worded like Argent adept’s “scherzo of frost and flame”: 
“the argent adept deals 1 target 1 cold damage, then deals 1 target 1 
fire damage”.  There is nothing in the wording to indicate that the two 
targets must be unique. 

What constitutes a Hero or Villain or Environment Target? 

any card with hp on it is a target, and the type of deck it came from determines 
what kind of a target it is.  for example, the “Enraged T-Rex” is an Environment 
card since it comes from the Environment deck, and because it has hp, it is a 
target.  Therefore, it is an Environment Target.  Same with a Villain card like 
“Blade Battalion”; it is a villain card because it comes from the Villain deck, and 
because it has hp, it is a target, so it’s a Villain Target.  likewise, “Decoy 
Projection” is a Hero card from a Hero deck which has hp, and so is a Hero 
Target. 

Immune Targets 

If a target is immune to damage somehow, it is still considered a target.  Haka 
can bang on Baron Blade all day, but if the “Mobile Defense Platform” is in 
play, it won’t do any damage.  But Baron Blade is still a target.  

Missing Targets 

what happens if a card says to target something, and that something doesn’t 
exist at the moment?  it depends: 

1) general target: if, say, a card destroys all equipment cards in play 
and there are none actually in play, then nothing actually happens. 

2) Specific target: However, if an attack targets the hero with the most 
ongoing cards and none are in play, it is considered a tie (tied at zero) 
and the players must choose who will receive the effect. 

when to choose Targets for multiple-target effects 

you do not need to specify all the targets of a multiple-target effect at the 
time the effect is activated, which allows you to affect targets of opportunity 
as the effect is playing out.  for example, if haka were to target one of 
gloomweaver’s cultists with his taiaha (which deals up to 2 targets 3 melee 
damage each), which killed the cultist and resulted in a zombie being put into 
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play, haka could designate the zombie as his second target and deal damage to 
it. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/answers-to-debated-questions-3871 

Targets entering/exiting play 

in most cases, a target is simply any card which has an hp value, as stated in 
the rulebook.  some effects trigger when a target enters or exits play, and in 
most cases this is easy to determine -- it’s whenever the card which is a target 
enters/exits play. 

However there are times where a card which isn’t normally a target may become 
a target (“imbued vitality” from the realm of discord deck does this.  Also miss 
information, who isn’t a target on her front side but becomes a target when 
she flips).  other times, something which used to be a target may become no 
longer a target (whenever a hero character card flips to its incapacitated 
side, it’s no longer a target even though it was before).  how are effects which 
trigger on a target entering/exiting play affected in these cases? 

the answer is that the state of being a target is independent of the card itself 
and can enter/exit play independently.  So, when a target suddenly becomes not 
a target anymore, the target is considered to have left play even though the 
card itself has not.  Similarly, when something that was not a target before 
suddenly becomes a target, the target is considered to have entered play even 
though the card has not. 

you may even find yourself with a card which has an ability which triggers “when 
this card enters play”, which then gets turned into a target.  In this case, 
you’d trigger the card’s ability when the card first enters play, but not again 
when it gets turned into a target, because having the target enter play is 
independent of the card entering play. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/where-are-all-the-how-to-fix-chrono-ranger-topics-
3306?page=3#comment-25227 

indestructible targets 

targets which are indestructible may still be targeted and take damage.  an 
indestructible target which is reduced to 0 hp will remain in the game 
until/unless something removes their indestructibility, at which point they will be 
immediately destroyed and sent to the trash. 

example: the advanced rules on the matriarch’s “her avian majesty” side 
state “cohort cards are indestructible”.  But that text isn’t part of the 
advanced rules on her “ruler of the flock” side, so as soon as she 
flips to that side, her cohorts lose their indestructibility, and if they have 
0 hp are immediately destroyed. 

Can you target your allies? 

Effects which require targets must follow the targeting restrictions of the 
ability, but beyond that may be used on any legal target.  For example, 
Absolute zero’s “fueled freeze” card allows you to destroy up to 3 ongoing 
cards and then deal that much damage to all non-hero targets.  The card says 
nothing about destroying only villain ongoing cards though, so If you wanted 
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to destroy an ally’s ongoing card in order to maximize the damage absolute 
zero will do, that is perfectly legal. 

Likewise, a power like ra’s “pyre” ability which states “ra deals 2 fire damage to 
one target” doesn’t say what kind of target the target must be.  If you wanted 
to shoot an ally with “pyre” (something which happens all the time when ra and 
absolute zero play together), that is legal to do. 

tied for highest hp means one of them has to be the second highest 

if two targets are tied for being the highest hp, the players decide which is 
highest and which is second highest. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-handelabra-
christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

“second highest hp” when there’s only one choice 

if an effect applies to the target with the second highest hp when there’s only 
one available candidate (i.e. there can’t be a second highest because there’s no 
second target at all), the effect just fizzles out and doesn’t resolve. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-handelabra-
christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

 

decks, hands and trash 

Discarding cards 

You can’t be made to discard more cards than you currently have in your 
hand.  If an effect says to discard two cards and you only have one, then you 
must discard your one card and that’s it. 

however, if the action is to discard your entire hand, you can execute that 
action even if you have no cards.  Your “hand” of cards is however many cards 
you have in your hand, even if that number is zero. 

incapacitated heroes have no hand since all of their cards are removed from 
the game when they are incapacitated, and so cannot do a discard action. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/12928#comment-12928 

what causes a deck Reshuffle? 

discard, draw, and play effects all force a shuffle.  reveal effects do not. 

1) Discard piles don’t get shuffled into a new deck until a draw is 
required and there are no cards to draw from.  you do not reshuffle 
just because there are no more cards in the draw pile. 

2) revealing cards does not trigger a reshuffle.  you only reshuffle a 
deck when you need to draw a card from it, and revealing cards is not 
the same thing as drawing.  so if you are triggering an effect which says 
to reveal the top five cards of a deck and there are only three cards 
in that deck, you may only reveal those three and then you’re done. 
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3) if an effect says to discard a card from the deck and there aren’t 
enough cards in the deck to satisfy the effect, you do reshuffle the 
discard pile. 

searching decks/revealing cards 

the deck and trash are separate entities.  If a card says to search the deck 
for a certain card and that card isn’t present in the deck, you do not also 
search the trash for that card, and vice versa. 

effects which direct you to “reveal” cards are slightly different from effects 
which direct you to “search” for a card.  When “revealing” cards, you must 
pull the cards off the top of the deck in order until you find the card you’re 
looking for.  When you “search” a deck for a card, you are allowed to 
choose which card you want as long as it satisfies the criteria you’re searching 
for; you don’t necessarily have to pick the first one you come upon. 

what if an effect tells you to search the deck/reveal cards until you find a 
card and then do something once you’ve found it, but you don’t find the card? 
Answer: Nothing. 

example: plague rat’s “noxious bite” card says to “search the villain deck 
for a copy of the card ‘infection’.  Put it into play.  Shuffle the villain 
deck.” If you search the deck for “infection” and there are no infections 
in the deck, then just shuffle the deck and proceed with the game. 

http://www.boardgamegeek.com/thread/802048/infection-cards-all-in-villain-trash 

“Playing” cards vs. “putting cards into play” 

“Playing a card” means putting a card from the top of a deck or a hand into 
play.  “Putting a card into play” is a different action than this.  This means that 
effects that prevent cards from being played do not also prevent bringing 
cards into play in other ways (for example, by an effect which brought a card 
back from the trash into play). 

you may look through the trash, but you can’t rearrange the order 

You may look through any trash pile whenever you want, but you can’t change 
the order of the cards in it.  this would be important in instances where an 
effect moves cards out of a trash pile into play (grand warlord voss’ “forced 
deployment”, for example) in the top-to-bottom order they are in the trash. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/88364#comment-88364 

limited cards cannot be intentionally played if there’s already one in 
play 

the glossary in the rulebook says, “limited cards are unique, in that only one 
card of that name can be in play at one time.  if a limited card with the same 
name as a limited card already in play would come into play, the second card 
is put into the appropriate trash instead.” 

however, players may not intentionally play a limited card if there’s already one 
of that kind in play.  the rule about what to do when a second limited card 
comes into play only applies when the second limited card comes into play 
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through some other means than the player intentionally playing it (which, as 
we’ve said, is not legal to do). 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-handelabra-
christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

“reveal” and “look at” mean the same thing 

whenever you see either term on a card, they mean the same thing, i.e. you look 
at the top card of the deck (you’re free to show it to everyone if you’d like, 
since it’s a coop game), which causes that card to leave the deck briefly, making 
the next one the top card of the deck so that you could continue revealing 
cards if necessary, then the revealed cards go back in their original order 
unless you’re directed to do something different with them. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-handelabra-
christophers-fireside-chats-6773 
https://greaterthangames.com/comment/101388#comment-101388 

 

Other 

“can’t” trumps “can” 

anytime an effect says you can’t do something, that takes precedence over 
things which says you can or may do something, unless an exception is explicitly 
stated, regardless of the order the effects/cards were played. 

example: the “paparazzi on the scene” card from the megalopolis 
environment says in part, “heroes cannot use powers”.  that would 
prevent a hero from using a power during the normal power phase of 
their turn, but any other time as well.  even if mr. fixer played the 
“overdrive” card (“you may use mr. fixer’s ‘strike’ power twice this turn”) 
or argent adept used the perform ability on “inspiring supertonic” (“one 
player may use a power now.”) it wouldn’t allow a hero to use a power 
because the “can’t” of the paparazzi card will always take precedence. 

however, some cards have exceptions built into their effects which counter part 
or all of the “can’t”.  for example, Bunker’s “ammo drop” card says “whenever 
a villain card is destroyed, you may draw a card, even if a mode card says you 
cannot.”  if bunker were in “turret mode” (which says in part, “you cannot play 
or draw cards”), he could not draw a card if tachyon played “fleet of foot” 
(“each player may draw a card”), but he could draw a card each time a villain 
card were destroyed. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/41233#comment-41233 

Duplicate Powers 

If a card is not Limited, you may have multiple copies of it in play.  However, 
each copy of the card is considered its own power.  Since you are limited to 
activating one power per turn, you may thus only activate one of the two 
“instances” of the power during your power phase. 

example: If you have two copies of “Cleansing Downpour” (one of 
Tempest’s cards) in play (which reads “Power: Each Hero regains 2 HP.”), 
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you can use either “instance” of the power on your power phase, but in 
either case, the power will simply work as written (i.e., each hero will 
regain 2 HP).  If for some reason you can use an additional power on 
your turn, you may opt to use a second “instance” of the power on 
Cleansing Downpour since they come from different distinct cards. 

re-Using a power when it’s not your turn 

the rules say that a hero may only use a particular power once during each 
turn.  however, if a game effect allows a hero to use a power on someone 
else’s turn, a power which had been used on a previous turn may be used 
again.  the restriction is just on using a power twice in the same turn. 

additional powers “this turn” 

if a card with a “you may use an additional power this turn” effect is played 
outside of your turn, or on your turn after the power phase, you may 
immediately use a power or choose to not do so.  but if it’s played on your 
turn before your power phase, you must wait until the power phase to use the 
power. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-handelabra-
christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

“in play” 

all cards “enter play” upon being played.  One-shot cards happen to go away 
immediately after being played, but they still “enter play”. 

This could be important when determining if an effect is triggered.  For 
example, the matriarch’s “mask of the matriarch” card says “the first time each 
turn a villain card other than a fowl card enters play, play the top card of 
the villain deck”.  If the matriarch were to play “horrid cacophony” (a one-
shot) that would count as a villain card other than a fowl card entering play 
and would trigger her effect. 

character cards count as hero cards in play, but other deck’s cards 
don’t 

character cards count as hero cards in play, so be sure to include them 
whenever you need to count the number of cards in play for some effect. 

Note that this means that the hero team the sentinels starts with 5 cards in play 
(four regular character cards plus their setup card) compared with most 
heroes who only start with one card in play. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/47321#comment-47321 
https://greaterthangames.com/comment/58413#comment-58413 

cards from other decks which happen to be played next to a hero’s cards, 
such as plague rat’s “infection” or the “rod of anubis” from the tomb of 
anubis environment do not count as cards in play for that hero because they 
aren’t that hero’s cards. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/101008#comment-101008 
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cards under other cards 

cards under other cards (like bunker’s “omni-cannon”) are considered to be in 
play but have no text unless the card on top says otherwise.  they retain their 
type (villain card, hero card, environment card) and they remember which deck 
they came from (a bunker card is still a bunker card), but because they have 
no text, their usual game text won’t trigger from anything that happens in the 
game. 

even though the cards under other cards are in play, moving them under the 
other card does not constitute putting them into play again, and if they were 
moved from a deck directly under the other card they will have not entered 
play to get there, so no “when a card enters play” effect will trigger when a 
card is moved under another card. 

the cards under other cards do count when considering things like “the hero 
with the most cards in play”.  because cards under other cards remember what 
deck they came from, a unity card under haka’s “savage mana” (for example) 
remains a card in play for unity, not haka. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-handelabra-
christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

you may play a card that goes next to another card even if there’s no 
applicable card in play 

you are allowed to play cards that go next to another card (like, visionary’s 
“wrest the mind”, which goes next to a non-character target), even if there are 
no applicable cards In play to do so.  The card being played would go 
immediately to the trash, but is not considered to have been destroyed. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-handelabra-
christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

skipping your turn 

some cards offer players the chance to skip the rest of their turn in order to 
invoke some effect (to destroy an environment card, for instance).  skipping 
your turn is not the same thing as skipping one of the phases on your turn.  
when you skip your turn, you do not get to play a card, use a power, draw a 
card, or have an end-of-turn phase.  even though you didn’t play a card or 
use a power, you do not get to draw an additional card since you’re skipping 
the phase in which you get to draw any cards at all. 

but what about your start-of-turn phase?  in most cases, cards will say “at the 
start of your turn, you may skip the rest of your turn to do xyz”.  because 
start-of-turn effects are activated in the order in which they were played, if 
you have other cards with start-of-turn effects which were in play before the 
card which is causing you to skip the rest of your turn, those start-of-turn 
effects will happen first, then you’ll skip everything else. 

you may not skip your turn just because you want to.  skipping your turn is 
only something you may do when a card gives you the option. 
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“immediately end your turn” 

some cards like fanatic’s “prayer of desperation” and nightmist’s “mist-fueled 
recovery” say to “immediately end your turn”.  unlike skipping your turn, where 
you skip over the end-of-turn phase, when you “immediately end your turn”, you 
are proceeding immediately to the end-of-turn phase, where you would still do 
any end-of-turn actions. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/do-prayer-desperation-and-mist-fueled-discovery-skip-
end-turn 

incapacitated heroes 

incapacitated heroes still have turns, which consist of the usual start-of-turn, 
end-of-turn, and a middle phase in between.  the main difference between their 
turns and normal hero turns is that an incapacitated hero’s middle phase 
consists solely of a use-an-incapacitated-ability phase, and does not have 
play/power/draw phases.  this has a few ramifications: 

• an incapacitated hero may skip their turn to resolve an effect which 
requires a hero to skip their turn. 

• effects which trigger at the start or end of a hero’s turn will trigger 
at those times for an incapacitated hero like usual. 

• incapacitated heroes may not skip a play, power or draw phase for any 
reason, because they don’t have those phases to skip. 

• if a hero is somehow incapacitated during their start-of-turn phase, they 
may use an incapacitated ability that same turn.  however, if a hero is 
incapacitated once they’ve already begun their play/power/draw cycle 
(perhaps a card deals damage when a card is drawn and it’s enough 
damage to incapacitate the hero), they may not use an incapacitated ability 
that turn. 

incapacitated heroes may not use powers.  so even if another player or deck 
grants them powers (for example, a treasure card from the “tomb of Anubis” 
environment deck), they may not be used by an incapacitated hero. 

Also, as mentioned elsewhere, incapacitated heroes have no hand since all of 
their cards are removed from the game when they are incapacitated, and so 
cannot do a discard action. 

“hero” = “hero character card” 

whenever card text says “hero”, it’s shorthand for “hero character card”.  The 
two phrases means the same thing. 

however, “hero” or “hero character card” does not mean “hero target”.  hero 
targets are any targets that came from a hero deck. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-handelabra-
christophers-fireside-chats-6773 
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the first time a target does xyz… 

there are some cards which are triggered the first time a target does 
something each turn.  for example, wraith’s “combat stance” will trigger “the 
first time wraith is dealt damage by a target each turn”.  Similar wording is on 
ra’s “flame barrier” and on miss information’s “revealed saboteur” side.  does 
this mean that the effect will only trigger the first time any target does xyz 
per turn, or that it will trigger the first time any particular target does xyz 
per turn? 

it will trigger the first time any particular target does xyz per turn.  so, if 
two different targets damage wraith in a turn, “combat stance” will trigger 
both times, but if a single target damages her twice in the same turn, “combat 
stance” will only trigger once. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/combat-stance-0 

“restore hp” is not affected by changes to hp gain/loss 

cards which restore hp are unaffected by effects that increase/decrease hp 
gain.  for example, fanatic’s “aegis of resurrection” restores fanatic to 10 hp.  
if there were an effect in play which affected hp gain (say, tomb of atlantis’ 
“phosphorescent chamber”, which increases hp recovery by 1), fanatic would 
still just be restored to 10 hp, not 11. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-handelabra-
christophers-fireside-chats-6773 
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characters 

	  

Absolute Zero  

“Sub-Zero Atmosphere” 

“Sub-Zero Atmosphere” causes villain cards which would act at 
the end of the villain turn to instead act at the start of the 
villain turn.  So now the villain end-of-turn actions happen 
first? 

No.  Each villain’s start-of-turn action is always listed before 
their end-of-turn action on their card.  “Sub-Zero Atmosphere” 
reassigns end-of-turn actions as start-of-turn actions but 
does not rearrange the order of the abilities on the 
card.  Thus, using “Sub-Zero Atmosphere” will not cause end-
of-turn actions to happen before start-of-turn actions, it just 
causes them to happen, for example, before the villain Plays a 
card.  

Further, if “sub-zero atmosphere” is destroyed after the villain 
start phase but before the villain end phase, any end-of-turn 
abilities which had been moved to the start-of-turn phase will 
return to their normal end-of-phase position, and so will 
trigger again once you reach the villain end phase.  
Unfortunately, There is no rule mandating that abilities may 
only activate once per turn. 

when “sub-zero atmosphere” leaves play, its effect cancels 
immediately.  This means that if, for example, an effect which 
deals damage to each hero target at the end-of-turn phase, 
but which is triggering during the start-of-turn phase due to 
“sub-zero atmosphere”, incapacitates absolute zero (which 
causes all of his hero cards to be removed from the game), 
any remaining hero targets will not take damage from the 
effect because “sub-zero atmosphere” is no longer causing the 
effect to trigger early. However, when the end-of-turn phase 
comes around, that same effect will trigger again, targeting 
each hero target as normal, including any which had been 
targeted earlier. 

So, why would you ever want to change end-of-turn actions to 
become start-of-turn actions?  to buy the heroes more time.  
many villain cards have effects which take place at the end of 
the turn.  when one of those is played during the villain phase, 
its ability will usually take effect that same turn, during the 
end-of-turn phase.  but if “sub-zero atmosphere” is in play, the 
ability won’t take effect until the following start-of-turn 
phase.  this gives the heroes a full turn to deal with the card 
before its abilities will affect them. 

http://greaterthangames.com/comment/76579#comment-76579 
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enhanced edition updates 

see the “card list and enhanced edition updates” document for 
details about the following card updates: “Coolant blast”, 
“onboard module installation”. 

[infernal 
relics] 

argent adept 	  

performs and accompanies aren’t powers 

because performs and accompanies are not powers, they may 
be activated more than once in a single turn if some power or 
ability allows it.  This is stated in the “infernal relics” rule 
book but is easy to overlook. 

infinite loops? 

argent adept has a wide range of abilities which interact in 
complex ways, some of which may seem to introduce an infinite 
loop.  for example: 

the power on “Telamon’s lyra” lets you activate a perform and 
accompany text.  the accompany on “syncopated onslaught” 
says argent adept deals 1 target 1 sonic damage, and the 
perform text on “inspiring supertonic” says one player may 
use a power now. if you use “inspiring supertonic” on argent 
adept and he uses the power on “telamon’s lyra” again, what’s 
to stop you from repeating that loop over and over, defeating 
the villain 1 sonic damage at a time? 

remember, unlike performs and accompanies, you can’t activate 
the same power more than once per turn, so no infinite loop is 
possible. 

 

Bunker 	  

“Ammo Drop” 

see “Savage Mana + Ammo Drop” in Haka’s section. 

“omni-cannon” 

Bunker’s “Omni-Cannon” reads, “Destroy all cards beneath this 
card. Bunker deals 1 target X energy damage, where X = 2 
times the number of cards destroyed.” If there were 5 cards 
under it, and a +1 increase to damage was in play, the power 
would deal the target 11 damage.  It would not receive the 
bonus to damage for each card beneath it. 

what happens to the cards under “omni-cannon” if “omni-
cannon” is destroyed or removed from play?  regardless of 
how “omni-cannon” is removed from play (destroyed, put back 
into the player’s hand, bunker is incapacitated, etc.) the cards 
under “omni-cannon” are moved to their proper trash piles.  if 
“omni-cannon” is somehow put back into play later, the cards 
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that used to be under it will not be moved back there.   

“grenade launcher” 

This card says, “Power: bunker deals 1 target 2 projectile 
damage.  bunker may deal a second target 2 projectile 
damage.  bunker may deal a third target 1 projectile damage.” 

you may choose to not do the second instance of damage and 
still do the third instance of damage, but the first instance of 
damage (because it doesn’t say “may”) is not optional. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-
handelabra-christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

“Recharge Mode” 

The first turn Bunker plays “Recharge Mode”, he draws 2 
cards.  Every turn thereafter, Bunker will draw 3 cards since 
he will have neither played a card nor used a power during 
his turn. 

enhanced edition updates 

see the “card list and enhanced edition updates” document for 
details about the following card updates: “adhesive foam 
grenades”, “recharge mode”, “turret mode”, “upgrade mode”. 

[shattered 
timelines] 

chrono-ranger 	  

playing bounties without a legal target 

if there are no legal targets in play to attach a bounty card 
to, the bounty card may still be played, but the bounty will go 
directly to the trash and isn’t considered to have been 
destroyed to get there. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/105923#comment-105923 

“the ultimate bounty” 

unlike the rest of chrono-ranger’s “bounty” cards, “the 
ultimate bounty” doesn’t have a line saying that when the target 
the bounty is on leaves play, you should destroy the bounty 
card.  this is not a misprint.  “the ultimate bounty” will stay in 
play attached to no target once its original target is 
destroyed.  It should be treated like any other ongoing card 
and still counts as a bounty for cards like the “masadah”. 

[Rook City] 

expatriette 	  

ammunition cards 

ammo cards are played next to a gun card and activate when 
the gun’s power is activated.  You may not choose to not use 
an ammo card when activating a gun.  If the gun goes off, the 
ammo gets used. 
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Likewise, expatriette’s two signature guns “pride” and 
“prejudice” can have up to two ammo cards in play at a time, 
but firing either will activate all of the ammunition cards that 
have been played next to the gun.  you may not use just one 
of the ammo cards. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/expatriette-shock-rounds-and-
submachine-gun 

if there are no guns in play to attach an ammunition card to, 
you may still play an ammo card, but it will go directly to the 
trash and isn’t considered to have been destroyed to get 
there. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/105923#comment-105923 

“Pride” and “prejudice” 

the power on “pride” says in part, “if ‘prejudice’ is in play, you 
may use its power.”  you would think that if you had already 
used the power on “prejudice” earlier in the round (if, for 
example, you had played “unload” and were activating multiple 
powers on your turn), then you couldn’t use it again because 
of the general rule stating that you may only use a power 
once in a turn.  however, because the power on “pride” 
specifically says you may use the power on “prejudice”, that 
card wording supersedes the general rule, and you may use 
the power on “prejudice” twice in the same turn. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/61037#comment-61037 

“rpg launcher” 

Expatriette’s card “RPG Launcher” can destroy an Ongoing or 
Environment card, and if it does, then Expatriette may deal 
some damage.  if the card she uses “rpg launcher” on has its 
own effect which triggers when it’s destroyed (such as grand 
warlord voss’ “forced deployment”), the timing of effects will 
happen like this: 

“RPG Launcher” destroys “Forced Deployment”.  “Forced 
Deployment” is immediately removed from play and placed in the 
Villain trash, and all of the minion cards are immediately put 
from the Villain trash into play.  Then, Expatriette may deal her 
damage, including to any of the minions who were just put into 
play by “Forced Deployment”. 

“shock rounds” 

this card says “play this card next to a gun card.  When that 
card’s power is used to damage a target, expatriette deals all 
non-hero targets 1 lightning damage.  After that power is 
used, destroy this card.”  regardless of the number of 
targets which are hit by the gun’s power, the additional 
lightning damage is applied just once, when the gun’s power is 
used, not once per target affected. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/expatriette-shock-rounds-and-
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submachine-gun 

“unload” 

this card reads “this turn, you may use as many powers as you 
have guns in play”.  however, “unload” just increases the 
number of powers you may use on your turn to a certain 
number (the number of guns you have in play), not increase 
the number of power usages you have left after you play it.  
so if you used a power prior to playing “unload”, that counts 
as one of the powers you get to play that turn. 

For example, if you have 3 guns in play, you get to use 3 
powers.  If you play a card, then use expatriette’s “load” 
power to play “unload”, you’ve already used a power once 
that turn and you will only have 2 more power usages left. 

 

Fanatic 	  

“chastise” errata 

the text on this card is officially changed to read: 

play next to a non-hero target other than a character 
card.  that target is immune to damage and cannot deal 
damage. 

at the start of your turn, either fanatic deals herself 2 
psychic damage or this card is destroyed. 

The addition of “non-hero” to the wording is meant to preclude 
situations where, for example, “chastise” could have been 
played on unity’s “stealth bot”, which would allow the bot to 
redirect damage from heroes to itself while being immune to 
damage thanks to “chastise”. 

“divine sacrifice” 

This card deals some damage then says, “damage dealt by 
those targets is redirected to fanatic until the start of your 
next turn.” the damage described in the first paragraph and 
the redirection effect in the second paragraph are not 
connected, so the targets are not required to take fanatic’s 
damage in order to get the extra effect. 

if fanatic’s damage is redirected by some effect, it is the final 
target whose damage will be redirected, not the initial target. 

if fanatic is incapacitated after playing “divine sacrifice”, its 
redirection effect goes away immediately and damage dealt by 
those targets is no longer affected. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-
handelabra-christophers-fireside-chats-6773 
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“Exorcism” damage 

This power deals 1 point of melee damage and 1 point of 
radiant damage.  These are separate instances of damage, and 
effects which increase damage will increase each instance 
separately.  For example, if Fanatic gets +1 damage on her turn 
and she activates Exorcism, she will do 1+1 melee damage and 
1+1 radiant damage. 

Even in a case where, for example, Ra’s Imbue Fire (changes all 
damage dealt by heroes to fire damage and increases it by 1) 
is in play, each damage instance will be affected 
individually.  That means that the melee damage will change to 
fire damage and increase by 1, and the radiant damage will 
change to fire damage and increase by 1, still doing a total 
of 4 fire damage. 

“end of days” and “Forced Deployment” 

“end of days” destroys all cards in play except the hero and 
villain character cards and relics.  Grand warlord voss’ card 
“forced deployment” brings all the minion cards from the 
villain trash back into play when destroyed.  How does the 
timing of these events interact? 

When “Forced Deployment” is destroyed, it immediately puts all 
of the minions from Voss’ discard pile into play, but they are 
then in turn destroyed by the (still ongoing) “End of Days” 
effect.  This is because of two universal principles of the game: 

“Simultaneous” actions do not actually occur simultaneously, 
but rather occur in the order of the players’ choosing; thus, 
the players choose the order in which cards are destroyed by 
End of Days. 

Further, “Triggered effects” from cards (e.g. “when this card 
is destroyed”, “whenever this card takes damage”, etc.) are 
processed immediately upon the fulfillment of the trigger 
condition. 

Consequently, when “End of Days” is triggered, it immediately 
begins destroying all cards in play in the order of the 
players’ choosing.  This effect continues until there are no 
more cards in play.  When “Forced Deployment” is destroyed, 
all of the minions are immediately put into play.  As there are 
still cards in play after the destruction of “Forced 
Deployment”, the “End of Days” effect continues destroying 
cards until there are not. 

Note that, with “End of Days”, it is in fact impossible for the 
players to choose a destruction order in which any minions 
are left in play by “Forced Deployment”. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/forced-deployment-end-days 
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“end of days” and “lady luck” 

Kismet’s “lady luck” says “whenever a villain card would be 
destroyed, reveal the top card of the villain deck. if it is not 
a lucky card, discard it and prevent the card destruction. if it 
is a lucky card, put it into play”. 

this may seem to indicate that “lady luck” could save a card 
or cards from destruction by “end of days”, but that’s not 
true.  “end of days” will not destroy itself until there are no 
cards left in play other than itself, character cards, and 
relics.  the most “lady luck” can do is postpone a card’s 
destruction each time a non-lucky card is drawn. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/45702#comment-45702 

“prayer of desperation” 

the last line of rules for this card reads, “immediately end 
your turn”.  This means to proceed immediately to fanatic’s 
end-of-turn phase, which is not the same as skipping the rest 
of her turn entirely.  she may still take any end-of-turn 
actions she may have. 

“undaunted” 

this card reads “whenever fanatic would be dealt 5 or more 
damage from a single source, reduce that damage by 2”.  each 
instance of damage is a separate source, so if a single target 
(a villain, for example) dealt three different instances of 
damage to a character in a single round, each instance would 
be evaluated by “undaunted” separately.  The fact that all 
three came from the same ‘source’ (the villain) isn’t relevant. 

“wrathful retribution” 

this card says, “discard 3 cards.  if you do, fanatic deals 1 
target x radiant damage, where x = fanatic’s maximum hp minus 
her current hp.” 

if fanatic has less than 3 cards left in her hand when this card 
is played, she still has to discard all of her cards, but she 
does not get to deal the damage. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-
handelabra-christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

“Zealous Offense” 

The card reads in part, “At the start of your turn, select up 
to 2 non-character card targets.  Those targets cannot deal 
damage until the start of your next turn”. 

The cards chosen must be cards which are already in play at 
the time “Zealous Offense” is activated.  The effect of not being 
able to deal damage applies to the chosen cards only, not to 
other copies of those cards which are in play or may be 
played later. 
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enhanced edition updates 

see the “card list and enhanced edition updates” document for 
details about the following card updates: “aegis of 
resurrection”, “final dive”, “zealous offense”, “absolution”, 
“chastise”, “divine focus”, “divine sacrifice”, “end of days”. 

(promo) 

guise 	  

“lemme see that…” 

this card reads, “play this card by an equipment card. that 
card affects guise as if the hero name on that card were 
guise and “you” on that card means guise’s player.  at the 
start of your turn, play air guitar and destroy this card.” 

when “lemme see that…” is in play next to an equipment card, 
guise is essentially replacing the original owner of the 
equipment. the original owner of the equipment card does not 
get to use the equipment while “lemme see that…” is in play. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/93562#comment-93562 

	  

	  Haka 	  

“Haka of Shielding” 

see “next damage” under Damage rules. 

“rampage” 

this card deals each non-hero target 5 melee damage and each 
hero target 2 melee damage.  you have to apply the damage in 
that order, first to all non-hero targets then to all hero 
targets.  you can’t mix it up. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-
handelabra-christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

“savage mana” and character cards 

when haka deals the killing blow to a villain character card, 
does it go under “savage mana”? 

Usually no, with an exception: 

• when most villain character cards are destroyed, the 
game ends, so there’s no point in putting them under 
“savage mana”. 

• When mini-bosses like “The operative” and the members of 
“the ennead” are defeated, they are incapacitated, not 
destroyed, and so aren’t moved under “savage mana”. 

• when “omnitron” is destroyed, its character card says 
to “remove omnitron’s villain character card from play”, 
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so it isn’t moved under “savage mana” even if there are 
still devices in play. 

• “The chairman” can be destroyed without the game ending 
immediately if “the operative” is in play.  in this case, the 
chairman’s villain character card would be put under 
“savage mana”. 

“savage mana” damage 

Haka’s “Savage Mana” card can deal toxic damage equal to 2 
times the number of cards beneath it.  any damage increases 
that may be in effect will increase the total damage dealt, not 
the amount per card.  for example, If an effect increases 
damage by 1, it will increase the total amount of damage by 1, 
not increase the multiplier to be 3 times the number of cards 
beneath it. 

“savage mana” destroyed/removed from play 

what happens to the cards under “savage mana” if “savage 
mana” is destroyed or removed from play?  regardless of 
how “savage mana” is removed from play (destroyed, put back 
into the player’s hand, haka is incapacitated, etc.) the cards 
under “savage mana” are moved to their proper trash piles.  if 
“savage mana” is somehow put back into play, the cards which 
used to be under it will not be moved back there. 

“savage mana” effect on card text 

what happens to the cards placed under “savage mana”?  do 
the abilities on those cards still trigger like normal, or are 
they in some kind of special limbo? 

the answer is that the game text on cards under “savage mana” 
is no longer in play, therefore any abilities they had will not 
trigger.  for example, unity’s “bee bot” deals damage and may 
destroy an ongoing or environment card when destroyed.  this 
WOULD trigger IF “bee bot” WERE destroyed by haka and put 
under “savage mana”, but it will not trigger a second time 
when haka uses the cards under “savage mana” to deal 
damage. 

note however, that a card’s type does not go away while under 
“savage mana”.  this means, for example, that a villain card 
remains a villain card, and an effect which triggers when a 
villain card is destroyed will trigger once when the villain 
card is put under “savage mana” and then again when it is 
destroyed a second time to deal damage. 

FOR example, the operative’s ability to deal damage whenever a 
villain card is destroyed would be triggered when a villain 
card was destroyed and put beneath “savage mana” and then 
again when it was used by “savage mana” to deal damage 
(because the card is still a villain card), but the matriarch’s 
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ABILITY which deals damage whenever a fowl card IS 
DESTROYED would only be triggered the first time the card is 
destroyed (because the card loses the “fowl” game text once 
it’s under “savage mana”). 

“Savage Mana” + “Ammo Drop” (Bunker card) 

1. Does Bunker draw a card due to “Ammo Drop” when 
villain cards are placed beneath “Savage Mana”? 

2. Does Bunker draw a card due to “Ammo Drop” when a 
villain card beneath “Savage mana” is destroyed to deal 
damage? 

The answer is “yes” on both counts.  Villain Cards are always 
Villain Cards (see above), so in this unusual case, a villain 
card can actually be destroyed twice, allowing bunker to 
draw a card each time. 

Savage mana and cards taken from incapacitated heroes 

If haka has hero cards under “savage mana” (a possibility) 
and that hero becomes incapacitated, does haka get to keep 
their cards? 

nope.  as stated in the rulebook, when a hero is incapacitated, 
all of their cards are removed from the game, including ones 
which are under another card, as in this case. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/cards-under-la-capitan-and-hero-
death-3307#comment-24029 

enhanced edition updates 

see the “card list and enhanced edition updates” document for 
details about the following card updates: “dominion”, “ground 
pound”, “savage mana”. 

[vengeance] 

K.N.Y.F.E. 	  

“incidental contact” 

this card says, “knife deals each target 1 energy damage. 
knyfe may deal any target dealt damage this way an additional 
1 energy damage”.  this card works in a similar way to 
tachyon’s “hypersonic assault”, in that the second sentence 
isn’t meant to be a separate step, it just acts to modify the 
first sentence. 

So the proper way to deal with this card is to deal each 
target 1 energy damage, and each time you do, decide whether 
or not to deal an additional 1 energy damage before moving 
on to the next target. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/57473#comment-57473 

however, the “additional 1 energy damage” knyfe may deal 
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doesn’t double the first instance of damage; the first bit of 
damage and the second bit of damage are separate instances 
of 1 energy damage each. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/57735#comment-57735 

“infiltrate and obfuscate” 

this card allows knyfe to redirect damage to the villain target 
with the second highest hp.  If there is no villain target with 
the second highest hp (i.e., if there’s only one villain target in 
the game at the moment), then the redirection cannot take 
place. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/56321#comment-56321 

 

legacy 	  

“galvanize” 

note that legacy himself will not usually benefit from his own 
“galvanize” innate power.  This is because of timing – legacy 
will usually activate “galvanize” during his power phase, which 
is after having played any damaging one-shots, and “galvanize” 
will last only until the start of legacy’s next start-of-turn 
phase, which is before he’ll be able to play cards or use 
powers. 

of course, if some power or effect allows legacy to deal 
damage while “galvanize” is in effect, he will be able to benefit 
from the damage boost like anyone else. 

“lead from the front” 

this card reads “whenever a hero target would be dealt 
damage by a villain card, you may redirect that damage to 
legacy”.  What happens when a villain card does damage to 
every hero target?  Does the damage get added up and then 
the total is redirected to legacy, or does it get redirected 
one at a time? 

It gets redirected one at a time in the order of the player’s 
choosing.  This could be important if, for example, legacy had 
“fortitude” in play which reduces damage dealt to legacy by 1.  
With both “lead from the front” and “fortitude” in play, if each 
hero took 1 damage (for example), each would be redirected 
to legacy and reduced to zero individually so that in the end, 
no hero would end up taking damage. 

Also, keep in mind that “lead from the front” says that you 
“may” redirect damage to legacy.  You don’t have to do it 
every time damage occurs. 

“superhuman durability” 

this card reads “whenever legacy would be dealt 5 or more 
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damage from a single source, reduce that damage by 3”.  each 
instance of damage is a separate source, so if a single target 
(a villain, for example) dealt three different instances of 
damage to a character in a single round, each instance would 
be evaluated by “superhuman durability” separately.  The fact 
that all three came from the same ‘source’ (the villain) isn’t 
relevant. 

enhanced edition updates 

see the “card list and enhanced edition updates” document for 
details about the following card updates: “take down”, 
“danger sense”, “heroic interception”, “inspiring presence”, and 
legacy’s innate power, “galvanize”. 

[Rook City] 

mister fixer 	  

“bitter strike” counts as a “strike” 

the power on mr. fixer’s dark watch alternate version is 
called “bitter strike”.  This power is considered a “strike” for 
the purposes of his “overdrive” card, which lets you use his 
“strike” power twice when played. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/49496#comment-49496 

“jack handle” 

the first paragraph on this card reads “whenever mr. Fixer 
would deal damage to a target, he deals that much damage to 
all non-hero targets.”  what does that actually mean? 

it means that instead of dealing the original damage, he deals 
that same amount and type of damage to all non-hero targets.  
effectively, the original damage mr. fixer would have dealt gets 
prevented and is replaced by the damage to all non-hero 
targets. 

this may cause an interesting twist if mr. Fixer has a card like 
plague rat’s “infection” card on him, which reads in part “at 
the start of that hero’s turn, they deal themselves 1 
irreducible toxic damage”.  in this case, the 1 irreducible toxic 
damage he would do to himself get cancelled and is replaced 
by the same amount/type of damage to all non-hero targets.  
this not only makes mr. fixer immune to the damage he would 
normally cause himself when under the influence of an 
“infection” card, but the damage he deals out to all non-hero 
targets is irreducible just like the original damage he would 
have dealt. 

lastly, what exactly does “that much damage” mean?  it means 
that whatever amount of damage was dealt after taking into 
account all modifiers is what is dealt to all non-hero cards, 
with no further modification.  so, If mr. Fixer would deal 1 
damage plus 2 due to modifiers, 3 damage is how much is done 
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to all non-hero targets, not the 3 plus another 2. 

note that using “jack handle” isn’t a separate step in an attack 
for mr. fixer.  it is an automatic effect which occurs with every 
attack. 

“overdrive” 

this card reads, “you may use mr. fixer’s ‘strike’ power twice 
this turn”. if some effect allows mr. fixer to play this card 
when it’s not his turn, you’ll still do what the card says, and 
mr. fixer would get to use “strike” twice when the card is 
played, even if it’s not fixer’s turn. 

what if “overdrive” is played and mr. fixer has a power besides 
“strike” that he’d like to activate that turn as well?  it depends 
on the timing:  if fixer uses “strike” first, he’s used his “strike” 
power for the turn and can’t activate it again.  however, if he 
activates a different power first, he could still activate 
“strike” twice also because that’s what “overdrive” says to do, 
use “strike” twice. 

http://www.boardgamegeek.com/thread/1292511/fixers-overdrive-and-extra-
powers 

[infernal 
relics] 

nightmist 	  

“mist-fueled recovery” 

“mist-fueled recovery” allows nightmist to regain 1 hp for each 
2 cards that are shuffled from her trash to her deck.  any 
effects in play which increase hp recovery will increase the 
amount she regains per 2 cards shuffled, rather than just 
affecting the total.  For example, if she shuffled six cards into 
her deck, she would normally regain 3 hp (6 divided by 2, times 
1 hp), but if “phosphorescent chamber” (a ruins of atlantis 
card that increases hp recovery by 1) were in play, she would 
regain 6 hp (6 divided by 2, times 2 hp), not 4. 

note however, that nightmist still needs to shuffle in an even 
number of cards to get the maximum benefit from “mist-fueled 
recovery”. a +1 to hp recovery will not make it so that 
nightmist will regain 1 hp for each one card she shuffles in.  

the last line of rules for this card reads, “immediately end 
your turn”.  This means to proceed immediately to nightmist’s 
end-of-turn phase, which is not the same as skipping the rest 
of her turn entirely.  she may still take any end-of-turn 
actions she may have. 
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[shattered 
timelines] 

omnitron-x 	  

“reactive plating subroutine” 

omnitron-x must actually take damage in order for “reactive 
plating subroutine” to trigger.  if the incoming damage is 
reduced to zero or prevented somehow (perhaps by one of his 
own platings), this card will not deal any damage. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/xs-reactive-plating-3191 

omnitron-x’s components = omnitron’s components 

both omnitron-x and the villain omnitron have cards with the 
keyword “component”.  anything which effects components will 
effect both kinds of cards. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/the-component-keyword-3230 

	  

Ra 	  

Anubis is ra’s nemesis 

unlike most environment cards, “Anubis” has a hero’s icon on 
it. Ra and Anubis are nemeses and deal each other 1 additional 
damage. 

“living conflagration” 

the power on this card reads “ra deals 1 target 1 fire 
damage.  You may draw a card”.  If the damage from the first 
part of the power is prevented or reduced to zero, you may 
still draw a card because The two parts of the power are 
independent. 

“Imbued Fire” 

Both parts of the text on Imbued Fire (“increase all fire 
damage by  1.” and “Change the damage type of damage dealt 
by hero targets to fire.”) are ongoing, static buffs. These 
things aren’t happening in any particular order, so once the 
card is in play, both of the effects are in play simultaneously. 

this means that when you change the damage type of damage 
dealt by heroes to fire, that fire damage will be increased by 
one.  the fact that the fire damage increase was written before 
the damage type change on the card is irrelevant. 

“flame barrier” 

this card says, “the first time ra is dealt damage by a target 
each turn, ra deals that target 2 fire damage.” However, If the 
incoming damage to Ra is reduced to the point where he 
actually takes no damage, then the damage done to the 
attacking target never happens.  Ra must take at least 1 point 
of damage for Him to deal 2 melee damage to His attacker. 
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Also, as covered in the “the first time a target does xyz…” 
topic in the “other” section of this document, “combat stance” 
is triggered the first time wraith is dealt damage per target, 
per turn.  so, if two different targets damage wraith in a 
turn, “combat stance” will trigger each time, but if a single 
target damages her twice in the same turn, “combat stance” 
will only trigger once. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/combat-stance-0 

enhanced edition updates 

see the “card list and enhanced edition updates” document for 
details about the following card updates: “the staff of ra”, 
“drawn to the flame”, “flame barrier”, “flesh of the sun god”, 
“imbued fire”. 

[promo] 

the scholar 	  

elemental cards are not limited 

it’s easy to overlook the fact that the scholar’s elemental 
forms don’t have the “limited” keyword on them, meaning that 
you can have any number of them in play at the same time.  
there is nothing stopping the scholar from transmuting into a 
triple-thick iron form, or a liquid double-energy form, though 
of course, the number of cards he’ll have to discard each 
round to maintain such a form could get pretty high. 

“mortal form to energy” 

this card reads in part, “whenever the scholar regains hp, the 
scholar also deals 1 target that much energy damage”.  even 
though the damage being dealt is based on the amount of hp 
the scholar has regained, it is regular damage in every way 
and may be modified up or down by other in-game effects. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/answers-to-debated-questions-3871 

“offensive transmutation” 

this card deals 1 target 2 infernal damage, and any target 
dealt damage this way cannot deal damage until the start of 
your next turn. 

some cards deal damage in response to having been damaged 
(ambuscade’s “sonic mines” for example), and because the two 
sentences on “offensive transmutation” are separated, it may 
seem like the order of operations would go like this – 
scholar deals damage, the target card deals its damage back, 
and then the second sentence kicks in saying that the targeted 
card can’t deal any damage (now that it’s too late).  However, 
that second sentence is just meant to modify the damage being 
done by the first sentence and there isn’t any separation 
between the two operations.  so the correct order would be: 
scholar deals damage, which causes the target damaged to not 
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be able to deal their damage, then when the targeted card 
tries to deal its response damage, it can’t. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/answers-to-debated-questions-3871 

[vengeance] 

the sentinels 	  

“restorative burst” and “second chance” 

these cards allow you to flip one of your incapacitated 
heroes and restore some of their hp.  the cards may only ever 
be used on a member of the sentinels team, not any other 
hero. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/56628#comment-56628 

5 cards in play 

remember that character cards count as cards in play, which 
means that the sentinels start with 5 cards in play (4 regular 
character cards plus their setup card), compared with most 
heroes who start with just one card in play. This would be 
important if an ability targets the hero with the most cards in 
play. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/58413#comment-58413 

[vengeance] 

setback 	  

“friendly fire” 

this card says, “whenever a hero target deals a non-hero 
target damage, that hero may also deal setback 2 damage of 
the same type.  whenever setback is dealt damage this way, add 
2 tokens to your unlucky pool.” 

the card is not limited, so you could have multiple copies of 
“friendly fire” in play.  having two copies in play would not, 
however, allow you to add 4 tokens to your unlucky pool for 
the single cost of 2 damage.  you would have to pay the cost 
for each copy of the card to gain the benefit.  So, setback 
would have to be dealt the 2 damage twice, once for each copy 
of the card, to be able to add 4 tokens to his unlucky pool. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/60491#comment-60491 

[wrath of the 
cosmos] 

sky-scraper 	  

switching character cards 

many of sky-scraper’s powers say to switch to a particular 
character card.  switching character cards does not involve 
removing a card from play, nor does it involve destroying a 
card.  you can never have more than one of her character 
cards in play at the same time.  sky-scraper’s hp does not 
change when she switches character cards. 
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https://greaterthangames.com/comment/85706#comment-85706 

 

Tachyon 	  

“hypersonic assault” 

this card deals each non-hero target 1 sonic damage. any 
target dealt damage this way cannot deal damage until the 
start of your next turn. 

some cards deal damage in response to having been damaged 
(ambuscade’s “sonic mines” for example), and because the two 
sentences on “hypersonic assault” are separated, it may seem 
like the order of operations would go like this – tachyon 
deals damage, the target card deals its damage back, and then 
the second sentence kicks in saying that the targeted card 
can’t deal any damage (now that it’s too late).  However, that 
second sentence is just meant to modify the damage being 
done by the first sentence and there isn’t any separation 
between the two operations.  so the correct order would be -
- tachyon deals damage, which causes any target damaged to 
not be able to deal their damage, then when the targeted card 
tries to deal its response damage, it can’t. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/answers-to-debated-questions-3871 

“lightspeed barrage” damage 

this card reads, “Tachyon deals 1 target X melee damage, 
where X = the number of Burst cards in your Trash.” if she has 
9 Burst cards in her trash and there is a +1 bonus to damage, 
she will deal the target 10 damage instead.  She doesn’t 
receive the bonus damage for every card in her trash. 

super-scientific tachyon’s “experiment” power 

this alternate tachyon character card’s innate power says, 
“reveal the bottom two cards of a deck.  if they share a 
keyword, put them into play.  if not, discard them.” 

if tachyon has just one card in her deck, you could still use 
this power, though it would just result in discarding that 
remaining card.  remember, revealing cards does not force a 
reshuffle, so you would just reveal the last card in the deck, 
try to compare two revealed cards but be unable to do so 
because you only revealed one card, so since you couldn’t 
have found a match, you would just discard the card. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/88539#comment-88539 

tachyon’s player gets to decide the order in which the two 
cards she reveals are played or discarded. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-
handelabra-christophers-fireside-chats-6773 
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enhanced edition updates 

see the “card list and enhanced edition updates” document for 
details about the following card updates: “fleet of foot”, 
“lightning reflexes”, “sonic vortex”. 

 

Tempest 	  

“Cleansing Downpour” 

See “Duplicate Powers” under General rules and clarifications. 

“sacrifice” (alternate hero base power) 

the base power on tempest’s “Freedom” alternate hero card 
says “Power: destroy 1 of your cards.  if you do, draw 3 
cards.”  tempest may destroy any of his cards, including 
cards which have been moved under another card (under la 
capitan, for example) because cards which are under other 
cards lose their game text but not their type, so they are still 
tempest’s cards. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/rules-answers-from-chris-at-pax-
4082 

tempest may not destroy his own character card with this 
power. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-
handelabra-christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

“shielding winds” 

this card reads “whenever a hero target would be dealt 5 or 
more damage from a single source, reduce that damage by 2”.  
each instance of damage is a separate source, so if a single 
target (a villain, for example) dealt three different instances 
of damage to a character in a single round, each instance 
would be evaluated by “shielding winds” separately.  The fact 
that all three came from the same ‘source’ (the villain) isn’t 
relevant. 

“vicious cyclone” damage 

This card reads in part, “Play this card next to a target.  at 
the start of your turn, discard up to 3 cards.  tempest deals 
that target 1 projectile damage for each card discarded this 
way”.  how is this affected by effects which increase damage? 

Normally, if you discard 3 cards, you would deal the target 3 
damage (1 + 1 + 1). However, if there is a +1 to damage modifier 
in play, discarding 3 cards would deal the target 6 damage ((1 
+ 1) + (1 + 1) + (1 + 1) = 6). 

enhanced edition updates 

see the “card list and enhanced edition updates” document for 
details about the following card updates: “shielding winds”, 
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“vicious cyclone”, “cleansing downpour”, “gene-bound 
shackles”, “into the stratosphere”, and tempest’s incapacitated 
abilities. 

[promo] 

unity 	  

unity’s golem cards 

unity’s mechanical golems all have the same text on them which 
reads in part, “this card cannot be played during your play 
phase”. however, if an ability or other game effect allows unity 
to play a card when it’s not her play phase and she wants to 
play a mechanical golem (for example, if an incapacitated hero 
uses an ability to let unity play a card while it’s still the 
incapacitated hero’s turn), that’s perfectly legal.  the only 
restriction on unity’s ability to play mechanical golems is 
during her own play phase.  if she can manage to play a 
mechanical golem when it’s not her play phase, there’s nothing 
preventing that. 

further, she can destroy any equipment card in play to bring 
out a mechanical golem, not just her own equipment cards.  of 
course, it’s considered polite to ask permission from the 
player whose equipment card unity plans to destroy, but even 
that’s not strictly required... 

the equipment card being destroyed must (of course) be one 
that’s already in play. you can’t destroy a card from 
someone’s hand to bring out a mechanical golem. 

	  

Visionary 	  

“brain burn” 

this card reads, “put the villain trash on the bottom of the 
villain deck.  the visionary deals herself x psychic damage, 
where x = the number of cards removed from the villain trash 
this way”.  If the villain trash has more cards in it than 
visionary has remaining hp, you will still move all of the cards 
from the villain trash to the bottom of the villain deck and 
deal visionary the full amount of damage.  you would not only 
move cards and deal damage up to visionary’s remaining hp. 

http://boardgamegeek.com/article/7485233#7485233 

“Decoy Projection” 

Because the players can decide the order damage is dealt in 
many cases, it would be legal for the player to first redirect 
the damage from Visionary to the decoy, and then have the 
Decoy Projection take its own damage (if it were still alive), to 
ensure that the Decoy didn’t die before Visionary could 
redirect her damage to it. 
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“twist the ether” 

this card is played next to a target, and says that whenever 
that target would deal damage, visionary may change the type 
of the damage if she wishes, and may either reduce or increase 
the amount of damage dealt by 1.  if the target executes an 
attack that damages multiple targets, visionary may choose 
different types/damage modifiers per target.  she may also 
change her mind on the decision she’s made after damage is 
redirected to a new target. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-
handelabra-christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

“wrest the mind” 

this card is played next to a non-character card target.  
whenever that target deals damage, you may redirect that 
damage to another target, but you must deal the card’s 
target and visionary 3 psychic damage each. 

because of the order of the wording on the card, the 3 
psychic damage is dealt to the card’s target before it is dealt 
to visionary.  this means that it’s possible for the damage to 
destroy the card’s target, which would cause “wrest the mind” 
to leave play, and visionary wouldn’t need to take the 3 psychic 
damage herself. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/answers-to-debated-questions-3871 

Also, just to be clear, it is legal to have the damage that is 
redirected from the card’s target be redirected back onto the 
card’s target itself if you want. 

http://boardgamegeek.com/article/7485233#7485233 

enhanced edition updates 

see the “card list and enhanced edition updates” document for 
details about the following card updates: “brain burn”, “decoy 
projection”, “demoralization”, “wrest the mind”. 

	  

Wraith 	  

“Combat Stance” 

This card says that the first time Wraith is dealt damage in a 
turn, she deals 2 melee damage to that target.  However, If 
the incoming damage to Wraith is reduced to the point where 
she actually takes no damage, then the damage done to the 
attacking target never happens.  Wraith must take at least 1 
point of damage for her to deal 2 melee damage to her 
attacker. 

Also, as covered in the “the first time a target does xyz…” 
topic in the “other” section of this document, “combat stance” 
is triggered the first time wraith is dealt damage per target, 
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per turn.  so, if two different targets damage wraith in a 
turn, “combat stance” will trigger each time, but if a single 
target damages her twice in the same turn, “combat stance” 
will only trigger once. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/combat-stance-0 

if wraith is incapacitated while “combat stance” is in play, 
“combat stance” is removed from play before the damage-back 
effect can occur. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-
handelabra-christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

“infrared eyepiece” and ambuscade’s traps 

see the “ambuscade” villain entry for more details (short 
version, if one of the cards you reveal is a face-up trap, the 
trap activates but doesn’t count as one of the two revealed 
cards, so you keep going). 

“Smoke Bombs” 

The card reads “Whenever a villain card would damage the 
hero target with the lowest hp, redirect that damage to the 
hero target with the highest hp.  Reduce damage redirected this 
way by 1.”  this will activate any time the hero with the lowest 
hp takes damage from a villain card, not just when the hero 
was the target of a “damage the hero with the lowest hp”-type 
effect. 

What if all heroes have the same hp, meaning they are all 
simultaneously both the highest and the lowest hp?  In this 
case, “smoke bombs” will still redirect the damage from any 
one of them to any one of them (which could even be the 
original target) and the reduction in damage will still take 
effect.  it would work the same if there were only one hero 
left in the game, since that remaining hero would be both the 
highest and lowest hp. 

“sleuth” 

rook city wraith’s base power “sleuth” says, “power: reveal the 
top card of the environment deck.  discard it or play it.”  If 
rook city wraith uses this power when environment cards 
cannot be played, the only legal option is to discard the 
revealed card. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-
handelabra-christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

“Stealth” 

wraith’s innate power says, “reduce the next damage that would 
be dealt to the wraith by 1.” See “next damage” under the 
Damage rules for a clarification of how this power works. 

if wraith has “stealth” active and something does 0 damage to 
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her, it does not use up the damage reduction.  if something 
does 1 damage but there is another effect which reduces 
damage by 1, wraith can choose the order of operations such 
that the damage becomes 0 and so does not use up the 
damage reduction. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-
handelabra-christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

note: the enhanced edition update to wraith’s “stealth” ability 
changed the power’s wording from “preventing” damage to 
“reducing” damage.  That means that the original wraith could 
use her “stealth” power to prevent irreducible damage, while 
the enhanced edition wraith cannot since she is now “reducing” 
damage, not “preventing” it. 

“stun bolt” and redirection 

This card’s power deals 1 target 1 projectile damage, with the 
additional effect, “until the start of your next turn, reduce 
all damage dealt by that target by 1.” if the damage is 
redirected by some effect, it is the final target whose damage 
will be reduced, not the initial target. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/61469#comment-61469 

“throat jab” 

this card deals 1 target 2 melee damage. any target dealt 
damage this way cannot deal damage until the start of your 
next turn. 

some cards deal damage in response to having been damaged 
(ambuscade’s “sonic mines” for example), and because the two 
sentences on “throat jab” are separated, it may seem like the 
order of operations would go like this – wraith deals 
damage, the target card deals its damage back, and then the 
second sentence kicks in saying that the targeted card can’t 
deal any damage (now that it’s too late).  However, that second 
sentence is just meant to modify the damage being done by the 
first sentence and there isn’t any separation between the two 
operations.  so the correct order would be -- wraith deals 
damage, which causes the target to not be able to deal their 
damage, then when the targeted card tries to deal its 
response damage, it can’t. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/answers-to-debated-questions-3871 

enhanced edition updates 

see the “card list and enhanced edition updates” document for 
details about the following card updates: “stun bolt”, “throat 
jab”, “utility belt”. 
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VILLAINS 

General villain rules clarifications 

end-of-turn timing 

this has been stated elsewhere, but it’s important enough to restate here: if an 
end-of-turn effect brings out a card with its own end-of-turn effect, it will go 
on the end of the current end-of-turn stack of effects and will trigger 
during the turn it came out. 

flipping villain cards 

flipping villain cards doesn’t interrupt or end the current phase.  This means, 
for example, if an ability that triggers at the start of the villain turn causes 
the villain to flip, and on its flipped side is another ability that triggers at the 
start of the villain turn, then that ability will now trigger since it is currently 
next in the stack of effects for the start of the villain turn. 

villain character cards 

Villain character cards are character cards with the “villain” keyword on them.  
The Operative, for example, is not a villain character card because even though 
she’s a character card in a villain’s deck, her only keyword is “assassin”, not 
“villain”. 

this can be important when determining targets for cards which cannot be 
played on villain character cards.  cards which can’t be played on villain 
character cards could still be legally played on the operative, for example. 

nemeses  

The nemesis rule (doing 1 additional damage to your nemesis and receiving 1 
additional damage from them) applies to any cards which share a hero’s icon, 
regardless of the type of card.  For example, even though the operative isn’t a 
villain character card, she has mr. fixer’s icon on her character card and so 
will deal/receive 1 additional damage to/from him.  likewise, Anubis, an 
environment card in the “tomb of Anubis” environment, has ra’s hero icon on it, 
indicating that Anubis and ra are nemeses. 

for consistency’s sake, the game’s designers have said that all cards which 
share a hero icon are nemeses of all other cards which share that icon.  This 
means that Anubis is not only ra’s nemesis, he’s the nemesis of each member of 
the ennead, since each of them has ra’s hero icon on their character cards, and 
that each member of the ennead are nemeses of each other.  some players have 
chosen to employ a “house rule” stating that nemeses must be of different deck 
types (hero/villain/environment), which would keep multiple villains from being 
each other’s nemeses, for example.  But that is strictly optional. 

to be clear though, a card can’t be a nemesis of itself, so if damage from a 
card were to be redirected back onto itself, it won’t be increased by one. 

http://www.boardgamegeek.com/thread/860023/if-one-member-of-the-ennead-damages-another-is-the 
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[infernal 
relics] 

akash’bhuta 

“mountainous carapace” 

this card says, “reduce damage dealt to akash’bhuta by 1.  
when this card is destroyed, akash’bhuta deals herself 11 
energy damage”.  when “mountainous carapace” is destroyed, 
the card’s damage reduction is still in play because cards 
remain in play while activating any text that triggers upon their 
destruction. so the damage that “mountainous carapace” deals 
upon its destruction is reduced by 1. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/61044#comment-61044 

[promo] 

ambuscade 

“charged attacks” 

just to be clear, the wording on the card is correct, and the 
damage dealt when a device is destroyed does in fact hit each 
target in play, including ambuscade and his other devices.  it’s 
not unheard of for “charged attacks” to destroy a device, 
which destroys more devices, which destroy more devices in a 
cascade of damage. 

traps 

ambuscade’s trap cards can never enter play. 

if a trap card is on top of the deck when a card is being 
played from the top of the deck, the trap’s effect happens 
first. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-
handelabra-christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

wraith’s “infrared eyepiece” reveals the top two cards of the 
villain deck. if one of the revealed cards is a face-up trap, it 
doesn’t count as one of the revealed cards since it’s 
technically already revealed, so you should resolve the trap 
card, then keep revealing cards until a total of two face-
down cards have been revealed. 

[infernal 
relics] 

apostate 

flipping apostate 

apostate’s flip mechanism can be confusing (especially on his 
back side), so here’s a walkthrough: 

on the front side, his card says that if he would be reduced 
to 0 or fewer hp, destroy a relic and flip him.  on the back, it 
says to restore him to 20 hp when he’s flipped to that side.  
the important phrase in all of this is “would be”, which means 
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that instead of destroying him, you do the other things.  so, if 
he would be destroyed, instead you flip him and then bring him 
to 20 hp. 

on the back, it says that if apostate would be reduced to 0 
or fewer hp, you destroy a relic and then flip him back.  the 
“would be” here means that if he takes enough damage to 
destroy him, instead of taking that damage, you destroy a relic 
and flip him to his front side.  apostate will still have however 
many hp he had before he would have taken the hit that would 
have destroyed him, since there’s no mechanism for him to 
restore hp on his front side. 

an example: apostate has 10 hp on his front side and takes a 
15-point hit from bunker’s “omni-cannon”.  that would be 
enough to destroy him, but instead he destroys a relic and 
flips to his back side.  his hp are then restored to 20 hp. 

next, the heroes burn apostate down to 5 hp and then ra 
deals him an 8 point shot, which would be enough to destroy 
the villain.  Instead, apostate destroys a relic and flips to his 
front side, still with the 5 hp he had before he would have 
taken ra’s lethal shot. 

of course, with only 5 hp, it won’t be long before apostate 
will be making another trip to his back side, where he’ll 
restore back to 20 hp and repeat the cycle. 

	  

baron blade 

removing “mobile defense platforms” upon flipping 

when baron blade flips to his “vengeful mad scientist” side, 
we’re instructed to put all 3 copies of “mobile defense 
platform” into the villain trash.  if any of those cards are in 
play at the time, they are put in the trash too, but this does 
not count as the cards being destroyed. they are simply 
leaving play, so cards which would normally respond to a 
villain card being destroyed, like bunker’s “ammo drop” will 
not trigger. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-
handelabra-christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

enhanced edition updates 

see the “card list and enhanced edition updates” document for 
details about the following card updates: “backlash field”, 
“consider the price of victory”, “elemental redistributor”, 
“powered remote turret”, “slash and burn”, and baron blade’s 
rules card, both front and back. 
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[Rook City] 

The chairman 

the operative clarifications 

the operative’s character card does not include the keyword 
“villain”, so she’s just a character card and not a villain 
character card. 

also, because she has a hero’s icon on her card, she follows 
the nemesis rules; in her case, she will do 1 additional damage 
to Mr. fixer and will take 1 additional damage from him. 

what happens if you defeat the chairman before you flip 
the operative? 

play continues as normal until you have defeated the operative 
as well.  the game does not immediately end if the chairman is 
defeated before the operative is. 

also, as noted in haka’s clarifications, if the chairman is 
defeated by haka while haka has “savage mana” in play, and the 
operative is in play, the chairman’s villain character is put 
under “savage mana” like any card haka destroys. 

	  

Citizen Dawn 

Flipping citizen dawn 

The front of citizen dawn’s character card has an ability that 
reads “at the start of the villain turn, if there are 5 or more 
citizens in the villain trash, flip citizen dawn’s villain character 
cards.  she may only flip this way once per game.”  On the 
back of her character card is an ability that reads “at the 
start of the villain turn, if there are (H) - 1 or more citizens in 
play, flip citizen dawn’s villain character card”.  What happens 
if there are both 5 or more citizen cards in the villain trash 
and (H) - 1 or more citizens in play at the start of the villain 
turn? 

Citizen dawn will flip, then flip back immediately. 

citizen dawn is a citizen 

rules on Citizen dawn’s back side state that at the start of her 
villain turn, if there are a certain number of citizens in play, 
you flip her villain cards.  since citizen dawn has the “citizen” 
keyword herself, she counts as a citizen for the purpose of 
this calculation. 

however, the situation in her setup rules at the beginning of 
the game are different.  citizen dawn’s setup text says to 
reveal cards until a certain number of citizens are revealed 
and then put them into play. dawn’s character card is already 
in play and can’t be one of the citizen cards revealed from the 
deck, so she doesn’t count as one of the citizens for the 
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purpose of this calculation. 

oversized card errata 

citizen dawn’s oversized card is missing the keyword “citizen”.  
Dawn is considered both a villain and a citizen, which is printed 
correctly on her normal-sized card. 

enhanced edition updates 

see the “card list and enhanced edition updates” document for 
details about the following card updates: “channel the 
eclipse”, “citizen blood”, “citizen dare”, “citizen tears”, 
“luminous leadership”, and citizen dawn’s rules card, both 
front and back. 

[shattered 
timelines] 

the dreamer 

oversized card misprint 

the dreamer’s oversized card has incorrect text for her end-
of-turn effect.  the text on the normal-sized card is correct:  
at the end of the villain turn, the dreamer deals each non-
villain target (h) - 2 psychic damage.  then, play the top (h) - 2 
cards of the villain deck. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/proper-damage-dealt-by-flipped-
dreamer-3201 

 

Grand Warlord Voss 

Advanced Mode 

On Voss’ front side, his Advanced mode rules say to reduce 
damage dealt by heroes by 1.  This doesn’t only apply to 
damage heroes do to villain cards, but all damage dealt by 
heroes.  For example, damage that Absolute Zero does to 
himself is also reduced by 1 when fighting Voss on his front 
side in Advanced mode. 

Flipping grand warlord voss 

The back of voss’ character card has an ability that reads “at 
the start of the villain turn, if there are 2 or more minions in 
play, flip grand warlord voss’ villain card.”  On the front of 
his character card is an ability that reads “at the start of the 
villain turn, if there are 10 or more minions in play, the planet 
has been overrun by the thorathian army.  Game over”.  What 
happens if there are 10 or more minions in play when voss is 
showing the back of his card at the start of the villain turn? 

Because there are 2 or more minion cards in play, voss will 
flip to his front side, then because there are 10 or more 
minion cards in play, the players will lose. 
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“Forced Deployment” 

if “Forced Deployment” is destroyed before the start of the 
villain turn, The minions are deployed as soon as it is 
destroyed, giving the players whatever is left of that round to 
try to take them out before they’ll start doing stuff on Voss’ 
turn.  the minions are brought out in whatever order the 
players choose. 

further, if “forced deployment” is in play at the start of voss’ 
turn and there are over 10 minions in the trash, it doesn’t 
mean the game is automatically over.  this is because you check 
start-of-turn effects in the order the cards came into play.  
Grand warlord voss’ villain card was in play before “forced 
deployment” (obviously), so you’d check voss’ start-of-turn 
effect to see if there are over 10 minions in play.  if not, the 
game continues.  when you get to “forced deployment”, it will 
be destroyed and the minions will come into play.  if there are 
still 10 or more minions in play by the next time you check 
voss’ start-of-turn effects, the game will be over, but you’ll 
still have a full round to try to deal with the horde of game-
ending minions before then. 

see also “Forced Deployment + End of Days” in Fanatic rules 
clarifications. 

minions are put back into play in the order they are in voss’ 
villain trash, top (first) to bottom (last). 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/88364#comment-88364 

oversized card errata 

grand warlord voss’ oversized card is missing the keyword 
“thorathian”.  voss is considered both a villain and a 
thorathian, which is printed correctly on his normal-sized card. 

enhanced edition updates 

see the “card list and enhanced edition updates” document for 
details about the following card updates: “first lieutenant 
vyktor”, “quark-drive translocator”, “tcf stalwart”, and grand 
warlord voss’ rules card, both front and back. 

[shattered 
timelines] 

iron legacy 

“final evolution” 

this card has an effect which triggers when it enters play (it 
deals damage).  this effect will trigger even if the point at 
which it enters play is during setup, when you’re laying out the 
starting (H) ongoing cards. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/answers-to-debated-questions-3871 
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[shattered 
timelines] 

kismet 

kismet’s talisman 

due to the odd nature of this card, it is considered a 
character card (it doesn’t have a normal card back like the 
rest of the cards in her deck, and it flips rather than being 
destroyed when reduced to zero or fewer hp).  this means 
that things which do not affect character cards (like 
visionary’s “wrest the mind”, for example) cannot be played on 
the talisman. 

and remember, even when the talisman is in front of a hero, it’s 
still a villain target, meaning that cards which affect all villain 
targets (like Tempest’s “squall” power) will still affect the 
talisman. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/kismets-talisman-3171 

[shattered 
timelines] 

la capitan 

“split across time” advanced rules timing 

la capitan’s “split across time” side has an ability which reads 
“whenever la capitan would be dealt damage, move a card from 
under this card to the appropriate trash.  if you do, prevent 
that damage”.  her advanced rules on this side say “the first 
time la capitan would be dealt damage each round, redirect 
that damage to the non-villain target with the highest hp”.  
which effect should trigger first? 

because of the order in which the abilities are written on the 
card, la capitan would prevent damage by removing cards 
from beneath her until she could no longer do that, then use 
the damage redirection ability. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/answers-to-debated-questions-3871 

oversized card misprint 

the text for la capitan’s advanced mode is incorrect on the 
oversized card.  the text on the normal-sized card is correct: 
the first time la capitan would be dealt damage each round, 
redirect that damage to the non-villain target with the highest 
hp. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/la-capit%C3%A1n-advanced-3220 

cards taken from incapacitated heroes 

on la capitan’s front side, she has a power which says 
“whenever a hero card is destroyed by a villain card, put it 
under this card.”  If a hero becomes incapacitated, does La 
capitan get to keep their cards? 

nope.  as stated in the rulebook, when a hero is incapacitated, 
all of their cards are removed from the game, including ones 
which are under another card, as in this case. 
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https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/cards-under-la-capitan-and-hero-
death-3307#comment-24029 

[Rook City] 

The Matriarch 

expatriette’s “hairtrigger reflexes” vs. fowl cards 

expatriette’s “hairtrigger reflexes” says, “whenever a non-hero 
target enters play, expatriette may deal that target 1 
projectile damage.” this seems to mean that with “hairtrigger 
reflexes”, expatriette could essentially keep the matriarch’s 
fowl cards from ever fully entering play, thereby stopping the 
matriarch from ever activating her ability which triggers upon 
the destruction of a fowl card, as well as stopping the fowl 
cards from activating their text which calls for another villain 
card to be played when a fowl card is played from the villain 
deck. 

however, that is not the correct order of resolution.  when a 
fowl card enters play after being played from the villain deck, 
another villain card will be played.  then “hairtrigger 
reflexes” can destroy the fowl card, which will activate the 
matriarch’s ability which causes the hero with the highest hp to 
either destroy one of their equipment or ongoing cards or 
take some damage. 

future printings of the fowl cards have moved the text about 
how you play the top card of the villain deck if a fowl card is 
played from the villain deck from the fowl cards themselves to 
the matriarch’s villain character card, to make it even clearer 
that destroying the fowl card will not stop another card 
from being played. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/12745#comment-12745 

“horrid cacophony” 

the original version of this card doesn’t explicitly state this, 
but it should: the source of damage from this card is the 
matriarch herself.  later printings of the card have fixed this. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/9613#comment-9613 

“Mask of the matriarch” 

the first paragraph on this card reads “the first time each 
turn a villain card other than a fowl card enters play, play 
the top card of the villain deck”.  All cards “enter play” when 
they are played, so any non-fowl card will trigger this ability, 
even one-shots. 
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[promo] 

miss information 	  

miss information is not a target on her “demure office 
worker” side 

miss information has no hp on her “demure office worker” side, 
which means that she’s not a target when on this side and can’t 
be damaged or affected by cards which require a target. 

once miss information flips to her “revealed saboteur” side, 
she has a hp value so she can be targeted then. 

“revealed saboteur” reactive damage effect 

on miss information’s “revealed saboteur” side, she has an 
effect which says, “the first time a hero target deals damage 
to miss information each turn, she deals that target (h)-2 
psychic damage.”  as covered in the “the first time a target 
does xyz…” topic in the “other” section of this document, this 
effect is triggered the first time miss information is dealt 
damage per target, per turn.  so, if two different targets 
damage miss information in a turn, the effect will trigger each 
time, but if a single target damages her twice in the same turn, 
the effect will only trigger once. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/combat-stance-0 

 

Omnitron 	  

“adaptive plating subroutine” 

every time omnitron is hit by a new damage type, this card 
makes omnitron immune to that damage type.  because the 
immunity is granted by the “adaptive plating subroutine” card 
itself, when “adaptive plating subroutine” is destroyed, that 
immunity goes away too. 

damaging omnitron’s components 

Omnitron’s component cards all include the text “destroy this 
card when omnitron is dealt 7 or more damage in one round”. 
these cards should be treated as if they had “… since this 
card entered play” in the text, meaning they start tracking the 
hp dealt from the point they enter play, not from the actual 
beginning of the round.  this is different from most cards that 
track things which happen during a turn or round (see under 
“timing” for more information). 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/99280#comment-99280 

Also, just as a general clarification, the 7-damage counter 
isn’t per-component.  as soon as omnitron has been dealt 7 
damage total, all components for which that is true will be 
destroyed. 
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“technological singularity” and the sentinels 

this card says, “destroy all equipment cards.  omnitron deals 
each hero character card 2 lightning damage for each 
equipment card belonging to that hero destroyed his way.”  
because the sentinels have 4 hero character cards, each of the 
sentinels will individually take damage based on the total 
number of the sentinel’s equipment cards which were 
destroyed. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-
handelabra-christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

omnitron’s components = omnitron-x’s components 

both omnitron and the hero omnitron-x have cards with the 
keyword “component”.  anything which effects components will 
effect both kinds of cards. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/the-component-keyword-3230 

Playing cards after reaching 0 hp 

When Omnitron is reduced to 0 or fewer HP, his Villain 
Character Cards are removed from play, but the Villain Deck is 
still in play.  because The rules say that on the Villain Turn, 
you play the top card of the Villain Deck, you will still do that 
even if omnitron’s character cards have been removed. Any 
card which has a line mentioning Omnitron at this point would 
basically have that line ignored (for example, “restore X HP to 
Omnitron” or “Omnitron deals target X damage”). 

oversized card errata 

omnitron’s oversized card is missing the keyword “device”.  
omnitron is considered both a villain and a device, which is 
printed correctly on his normal-sized card. 

enhanced edition updates 

see the “card list and enhanced edition updates” document for 
details about the following card updates: “disintegration ray”, 
“electro-magnetic railgun”, “sedative flechettes”, “s-84 
automaton drone”, “technological singularity”. 

[Rook City] 

Plague rat 	  

additional powers for infected heroes on plague rat’s 
“filthy vermin” side 

plague rat’s “filthy vermin” side has text which indicates that 
infected heroes have a new set of powers.  these powers are 
in addition to their usual powers (i.e. they do not replace the 
hero’s usual powers).  furthermore, these additional powers 
are only available while plague rat is on his “filthy vermin” 
side.  they go away if he flips back. 
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“infection” on incapacitated heroes 

when a hero is reduced to 0 hp, the rules say to flip their 
character card to its incapacitated side and remove all of the 
hero’s cards in play.  but “infection” isn’t one of the hero’s 
cards and shouldn’t be removed when a hero is incapacitated.  
its effects will continue on an incapacitated hero unless 
removed somehow, as usual. 

“noxious bite” 

plague rat’s “noxious bite” card says to “search the villain 
deck for a copy of the card ‘infection’.  Put it into play.  
Shuffle the villain deck.” if there are no “infection” cards in 
the deck to find, just shuffle the deck and proceed with the 
game. 

“sewer fiend” 

this card makes plague rat immune to toxic damage and 
whenever plague rat would be dealt damage by an environment 
card, that damage is redirected to an infected hero.  however, 
If the environment were to deal plague rat some toxic damage, 
the fact that he is immune to toxic damage means that he takes 
no damage from the attack, and therefore nothing will be 
redirected. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/answers-to-debated-questions-3871 

[Rook City] 

spite 	  

“good Samaritan” 

this card says “at the start of the environment turn, the 
players may choose to play the top card of the villain deck.  
If they do, put this card under the safe house card.” 

For timing purposes, the card’s triggering mechanism is the 
actual playing of the top card from the villain deck, not 
simply the choice to play that card. 

This may be important depending on which card is played from 
the top of the villain deck.  If the card is “collateral damage” 
or “on the prowl”, which destroy a victim card, the good 
Samaritan could be destroyed before it’s put under the safe 
house.  However, if the next card is “forced entry”, which 
brings previously safe cards back out into play, that would 
happen before the good Samaritan is placed under the safe 
house, meaning the good Samaritan would be alone and safe 
under the safe house. 

“PL626 compounD xi” 

the first paragraph on this card reads “whenever a hero uses 
a power, spite deals them 2 toxic damage and that hero’s 
player discards the top 5 cards of their deck.” Spite’s damage 
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and the discard effect are in response to the use of the 
power, therefore spite’s effects take place after the power 
has been fully resolved. 

spite, agent of gloom: upside down drug cards 

spite’s alternate version, “spite, agent of gloom” starts with 
spite’s drug cards laid out upside down.  because the cards 
are upside down, they have no keywords or game text and 
therefore aren’t indestructible as they normally would be.  
however, that isn’t as much of an advantage as you’d think.  
for example: 

Tempest could use his “into the stratosphere” on an upside 
down drug card to move it to the top of the villain deck.  but 
then the drug card would be the next card drawn and it 
would come out face-up.  Fanatic could use “end of days” or 
argent adept could use “cedistic dissonant” to destroy the 
upside down cards, but cards in the trash are face-up, so 
they’d come back into play immediately face-up because their 
text says that when these cards are put in the trash for any 
reason, they must be put back into play instead. 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/50030#comment-50030 

 

ENVIRONMENTS 

General environment rules clarifications 

source of damage 

not all environment cards specify who/what is dealing damage.  instead of the 
text “this card deals xyz damage”, some just say “deal xyz damage”.  in cases 
like this, you should assume the damage is being dealt by the environment itself, 
or if it’s important, from the card itself. 

[promo] 

the final wasteland 

“unforgiving wasteland” 

this card says, “whenever a target would be destroyed by 
damage dealt by an environment card, remove that target from 
the game instead.”  because of the amended rule regarding 
heroes who are reduced to 0 or fewer hp (see “hero 
destruction” in the “damage” section), if a hero is destroyed 
while “unforgiving wasteland” is in play, the hero will be 
removed from the game rather than flipped to their 
incapacitated side. 

Also, because “unforgiving wasteland” removes cards from 
play instead of destroying them, effects which trigger from the 
destruction of a card won’t trigger when “unforgiving 
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wasteland” is in play.  for example, if one of akash’bhuta’s 
limbs are destroyed while “unforgiving wasteland” is in play, it 
won’t deal akash’bhuta any damage since that damage is 
triggered by the destruction of the limb. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/fixed-point-vs-the-dreamer-3228 

	  

insula primalis 

enhanced edition updates 

see the “card list and enhanced edition updates” document for 
details about the following card updates: “enraged t-rex”, 
“obsidian field”, “primordial plant life”, “pterodactyl thief”, 
“river of lava”, “velociraptor pack”, “volcanic eruption”. 

	  

megalopolis 

“police backup” 

this card reads, in part, “whenever a villain card would make a 
player discard a card, destroy this card.”  “police backup” 
does not prevent the discarding effect however, i.e. there is no 
implied “instead” at the end of that sentence. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-
handelabra-christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

“hostage situation” 

this card reads, “hero cards cannot be played. at the start of 
the environment turn, each player may discard 1 card each to 
destroy this card.”  this means that if all non-incapacitated 
heroes have at least one card in hand and they all choose to 
discard a card, “hostage situation” will be destroyed. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-
handelabra-christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

“rooftop combat” 

this card includes the text “when hero targets deal non-hero 
character cards 10 or more damage in a single round, 
destroy this card”.  this card should be treated as if it had 
“… since this card entered play” in the text, meaning it starts 
tracking the hp dealt from the point it enters play, not from 
the actual beginning of the round.  this is different from most 
cards that track things which happen during a turn or round 
(see under “timing” for more information). 

https://greaterthangames.com/comment/99280#comment-99280 

enhanced edition updates 

see the “card list and enhanced edition updates” document for 
details about the following card updates: “cramped quarters 
combat”, “hostage situation”, “impending casualty”, “paparazzi 
on the scene”, “plummeting monorail”, “police backup”, “rooftop 
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combat”, “targeting innocents”, “traffic pileup”. 

[Rook City] 

pike industrial complex 

“supercooled trisolvent vat” 

at the end of the environment turn, this card deals each 
target 1 cold damage, 1 toxic damage, and 1 energy damage.  
this damage should be applied to each target in turn (player’s 
choice of order, as usual), with the target taking all instances 
of damage before moving on to the next target in line. for 
example, hero “A” will take 1 cold, 1 toxic, and 1 energy, then 
hero “b” will take 1 cold, 1 toxic, and 1 energy, etc. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/supercooled-trisolvent-vat-and-
how-the-damage-is-packetized 

[infernal 
relics] 

realm of discord 

“negative energy field” and “positive energy field” 

both these cards have an effect which occurs whenever a card 
is played (“negative energy field” deals damage and “positive 
energy field” heals).  if the card which was played is a target, 
the effects on these cards will affect those newly-played 
targets, just like any other target on the table. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/answers-to-debated-questions-3871 

[Rook City] 

rook city 

rook city errata 

any cards which refer to “the villain character card” should 
be read as referring to “the villain character card with the 
most hp”.  this will be updated in future printings of the rook 
city expansion.  

“tony Taurus” and “dr. tremata” 

both of these cards say they are “immune to damage from 
heroes”.  they should say they are “immune to damage from 
hero targets”, which would make them immune to damage from 
unity’s mechanical golems, for example.  this is official errata 
that will be updated in any future reprintings of the rook city 
expansion. 

“toxic sludge” 

The second ability on this card says in part, “each player may 
discard 1 card to destroy 1 environment card”.  This may look 
like it means that if all players discard 1 card each, then 1 
environment card may be destroyed.  in fact, it means that each 
player may discard 1 card each, and if they do, they may 
destroy 1 environment card each.  so, If two players choose 
to discard a card, then two environment cards may be 
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destroyed. 

http://www.boardgamegeek.com/article/8786015#8786015 

	  

Ruins of Atlantis 

“Pillars of Hercules” 

This card reads “players may play an additional card, use an 
additional power, and draw an additional card on their turns.  
At the start of every turn, play the top card of the villain 
deck. At the start of their turn, a player may skip the rest of 
their turn to destroy this card.” 

Because the two effects are printed on separate lines on the 
card, the two effects occur sequentially and not 
simultaneously.  That means that the first line (“play the top 
card of the villain deck”) will happen before the first player 
has a chance to skip their turn to destroy the card. 

“atlantean font of power” 

This card reads “at the end of the environment turn, play the 
top card of the villain deck.  Play the top card of each of the 
hero decks in turn order. If the played card is a limited card 
already in play, discard that card and play the next card”.  
The intent of the card is to have players keep attempting to 
play cards until a valid play occurs, so if the next card you 
play is also a limited card that’s already in play, you’ll keep 
going, repeating as necessary until you uncover a card that 
isn’t limited and already in play.   

enhanced edition updates 

see the “card list and enhanced edition updates” document for 
details about the following card updates: “atlantean font of 
power”, “hallway collapse”, “leaking room”, “mystical defenses”, 
“phosphorescent chamber”, “the kraken”, “the pillars of 
hercules”, “toxic seaweed”. 

[promo] 

silver gulch, 1883 

“explosives wagon” 

this card increases all damage dealt by 1 and deals some 
damage when it is destroyed. the damage bonus is still in 
effect when the card explodes and deals its damage, so the 
damage it deals gets the bonus as well. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/rules-answers-from-christopher-
at-pax-4082 
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[shattered 
timelines] 

time cataclysm 

“fixed point” 

this card makes all cards besides itself indestructible, which 
can have a number of interesting effects.  one is that heroes 
who are reduced to 0 or fewer hp while “fixed point” is in play 
are not immediately flipped to their incapacitated side (see 
“hero destruction” in the “damage” section).  also, effects 
which have destruction as part of their effect will behave 
differently if that effect is triggered while “fixed Point” is in 
play. 

for example, the power on ra’s “staff of ra” says “ra deals 1 
target 3 projectile damage.  destroy this card.”  since the two 
sentences aren’t linked, they are independent and the fact that 
the card won’t be destroyed because of “fixed point” doesn’t 
stop the damage from taking place. 

however, in some cases, the destruction is linked to the effect.  
unity’s base power says “destroy 1 equipment card.  if you do, 
put a mechanical golem from hand into play.”  because it says 
“if you do”, you can’t put a golem into play if you haven’t 
destroyed an equipment card (which you can’t do if “fixed 
point” is in play). 

finally, some destruction effects are linked to actions the 
player must take.  for example, bunker’s “gatling gun” says in 
part, “at the end of your turn, discard 1 card or destroy this 
card.”  but if all cards are indestructible thanks to “fixed 
point”, the player could just choose to not pay the cost 
(discarding 1 card) and will still get to keep the card since it 
cannot be destroyed while “fixed point” is in play. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/fixed-point-vs-the-dreamer-3228 

one-shots will not remain in play after they’ve been played due 
to “fixed point”. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/answers-to-debated-questions-3871 

[infernal 
relics] 

tomb of anubis 

“judgement of Anubis” 

this card says that when it enters play, you search for the 
“Anubis” card and put it into play, and that at the end of the 
environment turn, Anubis deals each target 2 infernal damage 
and destroys this card. 

the game designers have stated that the effect is worded 
poorly and it shouldn’t be construed that Anubis is the one 
destroying the card, but just that the card is to be destroyed 
at the end of the environment turn.  so, even if Anubis were to 
be destroyed before the end of the environment turn, 
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“judgement of Anubis” will still be destroyed. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/answers-to-debated-questions-3871 

	  

wagner mars base 

“meteor swarm” 

skipping your turn will only destroy one “meteor swarm” card 
at a time, so if two “meteor swarm” cards are in play, two 
players will need to skip their turns to get rid of both of 
them. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-
handelabra-christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

“self-destruct sequence” 

cards in the self-destruct sequence countdown pile are just 
like other cards under cards in that they are still considered 
environment cards, which means that even though they’re under 
another card, they can be destroyed by tempest’s “flash 
flood”, for example. 

https://greaterthangames.com/forum/topic/clarifications-and-decisions-from-
handelabra-christophers-fireside-chats-6773 

enhanced edition updates 

see the “card list and enhanced edition updates” document for 
details about the following card updates: “fire in the 
biosphere”, “maintenance level”, “meteor swarm”, “oxygen leak”, 
“pervasive red dust”, “self-destruct sequence”, “villainous 
weaponry”. 
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